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Welcome to the official VEX Robotics Competition Question & Answer system, where all registered teams have the
opportunity to ask for official rules interpretations and clarifications. This Q&A system is the only source for
official VIQC Squared Away rules clarifications, and the clarifications made here from the Game Design Committee
(GDC) are considered as official and binding as the written Game Manual itself.
Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting. This system is only intended for specific VIQC Squared
Away rules questions.
For event, registration, or other competition support questions, please contact your REC Foundation
Regional Support Manager.
For VEX technical support, contact support@vex.com or sales@vex.com.
For game questions, suggestions, or concerns outside of specific and official rules questions, contact
GDC@vex.com.
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Returning Game Elements Back to Field
G10 G17

This year game elements that leave the field during the match are not returned to the field per rule <G10>.
If a robot is still holding onto a cube or ball but it touches the floor outside of the field can the team still bring this element
back into the field as long as it never left contact with the robot?
Would a team be able to utilize <G17> to handle their robot and put the cube/ball back into play, or should this cube/ball
be considered to have left the field?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Would a team be able to utilize <G17> to handle their robot and put the cube/ball back into play, or
should this cube/ball be considered to have left the field?
In the future, please quote the applicable rules from the Game Manual so that future visitors can have a better
understanding of a question's context.
G10 states the following, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<G10> Keep Game Objects in the Field. Game Objects that leave the Field during a Match will not be
returned. “Leaving the Field” means that a Game Object is outside of the vertical projection of the Field
Perimeter and no longer in contact with the Field, Field Elements, other Game Objects, or Robots.
G17 states the following, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<G17> Handling the Robot mid-match is allowed under certain circumstances. If a Robot goes
completely outside the playing Field, gets stuck, tips over, or otherwise requires assistance, the
Team’s Drivers may retrieve & reset the Robot. To do so, they must:
a. Signal the Head Referee by placing their VEX IQ Controller on the ground.
b. Move the Robot to any legal Starting Position.
c. Any Game Object being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from
the Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
d. Any Game Objects in the Starting Position may be moved out of the Starting Position and gently
placed into a non-Scored position by the Team.
This rule is intended so Teams can fix damaged Robots or help get their Robots “out of trouble.” It is
not intended for Teams to use as part of a strategy to gain an advantage during a Match, including via
moving Game Objects per parts c and d above. If a Head Referee sees Teams strategically exploiting
this rule, they may be Disqualified from said Match.
Per G10, as long as the Game Object was still in contact with a Robot, then it has not "left the field". Therefore, G17c
can be utilized to return the Game Object to a non-Scored position.

Cube
G10

How many cubes can a robot pick up at one time?

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules limiting the number of Cubes a Robot may pick up at one time.

Ball inside cube, both are "out of the field"
G10 Scoring

A ball and a cube both leave the field as described in G10 , with the ball coming to rest inside the cube. Going strictly by
the definition of scored , the ball meets all conditions.
In www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/308 the cube was considered scored because it met all conditions despite
touching the actual floor outside of the field
In www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/414 the cube that was "out of the field" was determined to be ineligible for
gameplay.
Would the ball not be considered scored because the cube is "out of the field"?

Answered by Game Design Committee

As noted in your linked Q&A 414, a Game Object which is "outside of the vertical projection of the Field Perimeter
and no longer in contact with the Field, Field Elements, other Game Objects, or Robots", is now considered "out of
the Field", and is ineligible for gameplay. "Ineligible for gameplay" is intended to encompass "ineligible for any
Scoring".
No, the Ball would not be considered Scored.

Can a part of the robot be moving before a match?
G7 G11

I had trouble finding an applicable rule.
<G7> Drivers switch Controllers midway through the Match. In a given Match, no Driver shall operate a
Robot for more than thirty-five (0:35) seconds. The two Drivers must switch their controller between twentyfive (0:25) seconds and thirty-five (0:35) seconds remaining in the Match. The second Driver may not touch
his/her Team’s controls until the controller is passed to him/her. Once the controller is passed, the first
Driver may no longer touch his/her Team’s controls.
Can a team start a motor moving before the match? For example, have the robot start a flywheel so it is spinning when
the match starts? There is no version of <G11> for the beginning of the match. It would be possible to start the motor
without using the controller.

Answered by Game Design Committee

There is nothing prohibiting this, thus it is legal, provided no other rules are violated in the process.

G17 Position of game elements after handling robot
G17

When a robot claw is entangled in the cube, and the driver puts the robot back in a legal starting position, where should
they put the cube? Just next to the starting position? or where the cube was before they picked up the robot as long as it
is non-scored position? Should the referee adjust the position of the cube if he/she is not happy with the placement by the
driving team?
<G17> Rule G17: Handling the Robot mid-match is allowed under certain circumstances. If a Robot goes
completely outside the playing Field, gets stuck, tips over, or otherwise requires assistance, the Team’s
Drivers may retrieve & reset the Robot. To do so, they must: a. Signal the Head Referee by placing their
VEX IQ Controller on the ground. b. Move the Robot to any legal Starting Position. c. Any Game Object
being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the Robot and gently placed in a
non-Scored position by the Team. d. Any Game Objects in the Starting Position may be moved out of the
Starting Position and gently placed into a non-Scored position by the Team.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for quoting the game manual.
To your first question,
where should they put the cube?
The answer can be found in G17c, quoted below for reference:
G17c: Any Game Object being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the
Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team
This means any non-Scored position, so both examples you provided would be appropriate options. However,
remember be mindful of the rest of G17 beyond what you quoted in your post:
This rule is intended so Teams can fix damaged Robots or help get their Robots “out of trouble.” It is
not intended for Teams to use as part of a strategy to gain an advantage during a Match, including via
moving Game Objects per parts 3 and 4 above. If a Head Referee sees Teams strategically exploiting
this rule, they may be Disqualified from said Match.
So, this addresses the second part of your question regarding what the Referee should do:
Should the referee adjust the position of the cube if he/she is not happy with the placement by the
driving team?
No, the referee should not adjust the Cube themselves. The only reason that the referee would be "not happy" with
the placement is if the Team was using this rule to move a Cube into a position that was either strategically
advantageous, such as just barely outside of a Corner Goal, or Scored. Both scenarios could result in a possible
Disqualification if it is not rectified immediately (i.e. if it was an accident).
Referees are there to help the teams, so if a referee sees that a team is about to violate this rule, then the referee
may caution the team to ensure that no rules are violated.
This answer was edited in February 2020 to include the following note:
This question did not specify whether it was being asked with regard to a Teamwork Challenge or Robot Skills
Match. Therefore, the answer above assumes that the question was referring to a Teamwork Challenge Match, since
most questions normally do. We apologize for any confusion this may have caused.

Programming reset while touching cube... Strategically...
RSC5 G17

RSC5 A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills Match. b.
Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the Robot
and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
In other words, there is no rule against strategically placing the cube, it can be placed on any non-scored position by the
team.
So are the following legal during a Programming Skills Match?
#1: A robot starts by turning and lifting a red cube. The team picks up the robot and cube and places the bot in the other
starting position and places the cube next to its scoring zone on the other side of the field. The robot then pushes the
cube in.
#2: A team is going to score the green cube on the platform and it gets off course. The team then resets the bot before it
drops the cube. They reset the bot and put the cube back in its original position and give it another go.

Answered by Game Design Committee

So are the following legal during a Programming Skills Match?
#1: A robot starts by turning and lifting a red cube. The team picks up the robot and cube and places
the bot in the other starting position and places the cube next to its scoring zone on the other side of
the field. The robot then pushes the cube in.
#2: A team is going to score the green cube on the platform and it gets off course. The team then
resets the bot before it drops the cube. They reset the bot and put the cube back in its original position
and give it another go.
Yes, these are both legal within RSC5, which supersedes G17 for Programming Skills Matches. Please also see
RSC5's Note, which states the following:
Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed
by <G17>, especially for strategic violations.

G17 c. Any Game Object being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed
from the Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team
G17

c. Any Game Object being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the Robot and gently
placed in a non-Scored position by the Team
This rule is intended so Teams can fix damaged Robots or help get their Robots “out of trouble.” It is not intended for
Teams to use as part of a strategy to gain an advantage during a Match, including via moving Game Objects per parts 3
and 4 above. If a Head Referee sees Teams strategically exploiting this rule, they may be Disqualified from said Match.
Can you clarify how this is legal? I have a first-year coach asking me and it appears the team is intent on moving the
parts to gain and advantage. youtu.be/IVpE1isiEJw

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please see the following related Q&A's:

www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/392
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/434
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/455
While we were not at the event referenced in the video and cannot confirm with absolute certainty, the title of the
video mentions that it is a Programming Skills Challenge run. Therefore, there are no illegal actions being performed,
in accordance with the Q&A's linked above.

G17 It is not intended for Teams to use as part of a strategy to gain an advantage during a Match,
including via moving Game Objects per parts c and d above.
G17 RSC5

<G17> Handling the Robot mid-match is allowed under certain circumstances. If a Robot goes completely outside the
playing Field, gets stuck, tips over, or otherwise requires assistance, the Team’s Drivers may retrieve & reset the Robot.
According to the answer from Game Design Committee, the question below is legal. "A robot starts by turning and lifting
a red cube. The team picks up the robot and cube and places the bot in the other starting position and places the cube
next to its scoring zone on the other side of the field. The robot then pushes the cube in."
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/392
However at the bottom section of G17, it says: This rule is intended so Teams can fix damaged Robots or help get their
Robots “out of trouble.” It is not intended for Teams to use as part of a strategy to gain an advantage during a Match,
including via moving Game Objects per parts c and d above. If a Head Referee sees Teams strategically exploiting this
rule, they may be Disqualified from said Match.
We need a clear answer for this.
There is a similar question but no answer yet and there is the YouTube link which made a lot of teams and referees
confused. www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/518

Answered by Game Design Committee

As noted in <RSC1>, standard Game rules only apply during Skills Matches if there is no RSC rule to clarify a
change. Q&A's 518 and 392 refer to Programming Skills Matches, in which <RSC5> supersedes <G17>.
<RSC1> All rules, scoring, and field layouts from previous sections apply to the Skills Matches, unless
otherwise specified.
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills
Match.
a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position.\
i. Driver may reset or adjust the Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the
Robot Brain or activating sensors.
b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the
Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
c. Any Game Object in the Starting Position may be moved out of the Starting Position and gently
placed into a non-Scored position by the Team.
d. During a Programming Skills Match, Drivers may move freely around the Field, and are not
restricted to the Driver Station when not handling their Robot.

i. An intent of this exception is to permit Drivers who wish to “stage” Robot handling during a
Programming Skills Match to do so without excessive running back and forth to the Driver Station.
Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed
by <G17>, especially for strategic violations.

Is it ‘legal’ to Strategically Move Game Objects 7 feet across the board in Programming Skills
Matches when resetting the robot and the Game Object(s) that had been ‘controlled by the
robot’?
G17 RSC5

The proposed programming strategy was shared by a student at our 1/31/2020 team meeting at which time the student
also reported the proposed strategy to Move Game Objects 7 feet across the board had been also confirmed as ‘legal’ by
unnamed VEX/REC contact.
At 2/1/2020 competition others students on our team observed and questioned the local Skills Judge who ruled the
strategy outlined below was ‘legal’ when another team was using it to Strategically Move Game Objects 7 feet across the
board in Programming Skills Matches.
The proposed programming strategy is to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Program the robot to pick up and ‘control’ 1 or 2 Blue cubes and then stop
Reset the robot to legal starting position on opposite side of board [RSC5a]
Reset the Game Objects ‘controlled by the robot’ (1 or 2 Blue cubes) into non-scored position [RSC5b]
The non-Scored position though is 7 feet across the board and directly adjacent to Blue Corner Goal [appears to
be inconsistent with G17 ‘not intended for Teams to use as part of a strategy to gain an advantage during a
Match, including via moving Game Objects’]
5. Program the robot push the 1 or 2 Blue cubes into the Blue Corner Goal and then stop
6. Repeat steps 1-5 listed above except these steps will be done for Red Cubes
There have been at least 2 posted responses ‘ Answered by Game Design Committee’ on this topic of Strategically
Moving Game Objects which appear to differ either in interpretation of the rules or distinction between Driving (not legal)
and Programming (Legal) to Strategically Move Game Objects 7 feet across the board.
1. Initial response to question about Driving match: ‘could result in a possible Disqualification’
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/329
2. More recent response about Programming match: ‘legal within RSC5, which supersedes G17 for Programming
Skills Matches’ www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/392 There are other Q&A, which include videos
(https://www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/518) and which are also seeking clarification from Game
Design Committee about ‘legally’ Moving Game Objects.
Though noting that can be done to clarify past rulings about Strategically Moving Game Objects at past competitions, it
would be particularly helpful to teams and event partners to clarify the ‘legality’ of Strategically Moving of Game Objects
for future Driving and/or Programming matches and Teamwork competitions.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Q&A 392 explicitly refers to a Programming Skills Match. As noted in <RSC1>, standard Game rules only apply
during Skills Matches if there is no RSC rule to clarify a change. In this case, <RSC5> supersedes <G17>.
<RSC1> All rules, scoring, and field layouts from previous sections apply to the Skills Matches, unless
otherwise specified.
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills
Match.

a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position.\
i. Driver may reset or adjust the Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the
Robot Brain or activating sensors.
b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the
Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
c. Any Game Object in the Starting Position may be moved out of the Starting Position and gently
placed into a non-Scored position by the Team.
d. During a Programming Skills Match, Drivers may move freely around the Field, and are not
restricted to the Driver Station when not handling their Robot.
i. An intent of this exception is to permit Drivers who wish to “stage” Robot handling during a
Programming Skills Match to do so without excessive running back and forth to the Driver Station.
Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed
by <G17>, especially for strategic violations.
Q&A 329 did not specify whether the question was being asked for a Teamwork Challenge or Robot Skills Match.
Our answer assumed that the question was referring to a Teamwork Challenge Match, since most questions do, and
we apologize for any confusion this may have caused.

How to Referee the unintentional shifting of cubes while strategically placing cube with RSC5
rule
G9 G17 RSC5

With RSC5 allowing teams to move cubes to a 'strategic' position in Programming Skills, the most common place to move
the cube is along the wall, inside a Blue/Red cube.
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills Match. b. Any
Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the Robot and gently
placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
As a Skills Referee, how do we handle the situation when a team uses RSC5 to move a cube in between the wall and a
Blue/Red cube, but unintentionally bumps/moves/shifts the position of the cube that was already there.
1. Would this fall under G9 where "Drivers are prohibited from making intentional contact with any Field Element,
Game Object, or Robot during a Match, except for the allowances..". It is match effecting, it determines whether a
team can get 10 more points, moving them up/down in the rank. If so, how do we decide to warn or DQ in this
situation.
2. If no warning or DQ, then what do we do about the cube that was shifted? Leave it? Move it back?
3. Or do we do nothing. Just ignore that the students unintentionally shifted game elements while they strategically
place a cube?
4. Or do you have other insight in how to handle this?
Can you help me give a skills referee direction in how to handle this specific situation for an upcoming State
Championship?

Answered by Game Design Committee

We believe this question is answered in this similar Q&A, specifically the following portion:
It is impossible to issue a blanket ruling that would encompass all hypothetical states of the field /
Cubes. That said, any interaction between a Driver and a Game Element (that is not being reset per
G17) would be considered a violation of G9.
Regarding your questions 2, 3, and 4, it should be handled as any other G9 violation would be handled.

Violations of this rule will result in a warning for minor offenses that do not affect the Match. Score
affecting offenses will result in a Disqualification. Teams who receive multiple warnings may also
receive a Disqualification at the Head Referee’s discretion.
Note: Accidental contact may result in a warning, Disqualification, or Disablement at the Head
Referee’s discretion.

Delay in resetting robot during teamwork
G17

Is it OK if there is a delay for < G17 >b?
For example, a robot is completely inoperable in the field and is in the way of the other bot trying to score. The team sets
down their controller and picks up the robot. They hold onto the robot until there are just a couple of seconds left in the
match to stay out of the way of the other bot trying to score.
Would this be legal?

Answered by Game Design Committee

G17 does not specify a limited window of time given to a Team to repair their Robot, with the following caveats:
At a minimum, the Robot must have actually met one of the criteria listed in G17 ("goes completely outside
the playing Field, gets stuck, tips over, or otherwise requires assistance").
There are some scenarios where a Head Referee could interpret taking an extended amount of time as a
strategic exploit. Debating how much is an acceptable window of time, or what contextual situations would be
considered strategic, is missing the intent of G17 and the role of a Head Referee's judgment call. We would
advise Head Referees to give Teams the "benefit of the doubt" when a Robot is legitimately damaged or
otherwise requires assistance.
Any scenario where a Team has coerced another Team to utilize G17 as a tactic to "stay out of their way"
would likely lead to a G1 and/or Code of Conduct investigation.
The explicit scenario described in your question would be legal, as the snapshot description implies that the Robot
was indeed damaged beyond repair.

G17, RSC5, & G7 request for official clarification before State & Worlds
G7 G17 RSC5

I went back to the Q&A, and I am still not happy with the situation with moving a cube 7 feet across the board by hand
during automatic programming attempts. Apparently neither are many other coaches, as I see continued questions going
unanswered as recent as a day ago on the Q&A.
The Q&A does not give one clear-cut official answer either. In fact, not only does the Rules Committee appear to
contradict itself on two occasions, it also appears to have misinterpreted the game manual rules in regards to what subsections and notes they were reading. This was pointed out in another post 6 days ago:
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/530. The post has not been answered. The absence of clear and ethical
guidance on this issue has given wide berth to teams to move objects as part of a strategy in direct opposition to the spirit
of the automatic challenge.
In one post answered by the Rules Committee 5 months prior www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/329, it states
"The only reason that the referee would be "not happy" with the placement is if the Team was using this rule to move a
Cube into a position that was either strategically advantageous, such as just barely outside of a Corner Goal, or
Scored. Both scenarios could result in a possible Disqualification if it is not rectified immediately (i.e. if it was an
accident)."
In a second post on the topic, also answered by the Rules Committee 3 months prior www.robotevents.com/VIQC/20192020/QA/392, it says the action would be legal, quoting RSC5's Note "Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills
Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed by <G17>, especially for strategic violations."
However, I believe the Rules Committee of that post misquoted RSC5, as the portion they quoted was bullet i. of subsection D in RSC 5 which specifically and only addresses DRIVERS moving around the board (Note D RSC5). The
preceding full ruling of RSC5 with note states:
"d. During a Programming Skills Match, Drivers may move freely around the Field, and are not restricted to
the Driver Station when not handling their Robot.

i. An intent of this exception is to permit Drivers who wish to “stage” Robot handling duri

Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are
This note, as nested within sub-section d, should logically only pertain to sub-section d - not the entirety of RSC5. As
such, I feel the note is not referring to the placement of game objects, but Drivers, as stated in the ruling.
I understand that nothing can be done about previous rulings on this. And yet, I feel this lack of attention by the Rules
Committee has done tremendous damage to teams who worked hard to program while remaining true to the ethical spirit
of the competition. Moreover, with State and World championships looming, I believe it highly important to have a straightforward, full understanding of this ruling. I would also suggest whether allowed or not that this particular issue be
addressed publicly by the State and World officials before competition so that all teams who have worked so hard to
compete at these prestigious levels have an even playing field.
With so many coaches stepping up to question the moral nature of this matter, I would hope the RECF would maintain a
stance in the future in the most ethical spirit of the game. As an elementary teacher passionate about teaching kids
social/emotional skills especially in technological fields, I feel it is best we model what is morally good sportsmanship
rather than teaching them to try to find loopholes - which in this case has led to arguing for a loophole that does not
appear to be present. Please consider this a formal complaint.
Thank you for all your continued hard work, as well as your consideration in this matter,

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for taking the time to write out your position regarding this rule. We will take this feedback into
consideration for future games or Game Manual Updates, but will not be modifying the previous Q&A responses or
rulings. We feel that the following responses, as well as the rule as it is written, provide as clear of an explanation as
is possible within the scope of the Q&A system:
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/530
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/518
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/434

www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/392
Q&A 329 did not specify whether the question was being asked for a Teamwork Challenge or Robot Skills Match.
Our answer assumed that the question was referring to a Teamwork Challenge Match, since most questions do, and
we apologize for any confusion this may have caused.
Per the Q&A Usage Guidelines, this Q&A system is intended for specific ruling clarifications or questions. For
general feedback, further discussion of a previous ruling, or other messages that are absent of a specific question,
please feel free to contact the GDC directly via GDC@vex.com.

Let us not miss the opportunity to learn from the discussion of Strategically moving Game
Elements
G17 RSC5

Many have asked about the rule change post 518 (https://www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/518)which was
Answered by the Game Design committee ~2/12/20 and speaks to moving ‘controlled’ game elements by hand in
Programming Skills Match.
Whether you agree or disagree with this ruling, I think we can all agree that the experience with this rule change
can lead to many positive changes going forward.
1. Consider changing '<G18> This manual will have three scheduled updates.'
I think we’d all agree that if there is a major rule change, such as allowing Strategic moving of Game elements in 1
or more aspects of the game, then we’d ask that Game Design Committee revise the Game Manual ideally at
planned break in the season (e.g. January 15th or another date as 4th planned Update to Game Manual?).
The alternative is students, mentors and event partners trying to interpret the Q&A, which are numerous and may
have potentially conflicting answers?
2. When possble the Q&A should be more clarifying <G19> The Q&A system is an extension of this Game Manual.
I think we’d all agree that since the Q&A is an extension of the game manual, then the Questions as well as the
Answers from the Game Design Committee should be clarifying to current and related past questions.
Part of the challenge to interpreting post 518 was that there were earlier questions and answers from the Game
Design Committee, related to rule G17 (<G17> Handling the Robot mid-match is allowed under certain
circumstances. ) that may appear contradictory (Strategically moving cubes 'possible Disqualifiication' 329:
Strategically moving cubes LEGAL 392) or at least required different assumptions about what part of competition
was being discussed (Driver Skills, Programming Skills and/or Teamwork).
329 www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/329
392 www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/392
3. Dates in both Q&A may be helpful acknowleding <G19> The Q&A system is an extension of this Game Manual.
I think we’d all agree that if Q&A is extension of the game manual, then both the Questions as well as the Answers
from the Game Design Committee should be dated.
Dated because, the absence of dating leads to further uncertainty o Was the Answer to 392 really 5 months old or
more recent? o Did the Answer to 329 before or after 329 which supersedes which may depend which is older? o
Does any of this ambiguity make Q&A more ‘student centered’?
4. Q&A should more fully consider non-native speakers of English when responding in Q&A
If there is a new ruling that creates a need for definition (controlled), then shouldn’t this definition be worded in a
student-centered verbiage and included within the Q&A and ideally within the Game Manual?
Answer to post 471 was that “We cannot provide a strict definition for "controlled"
”.https://www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/471
If controlled couldn’t be easily defined then we’d ask the game design committee to either change to more simple
concept like ‘contacting’, rather than controlled. Or even better revisit the Q&A to seek out way to clarify the game
to avoid this issue.
5. Consider adding or consulting Q&A Frequent users to your Game Design Committee.

Allot of the frustration related to 518 could have been avoided if Game Design Committee. Looked for Solutions in
the Q&A o Solution: Please create a legal position for game objects being controlled by robots during
autonomous. www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/455 o There are countless follow-up questions about
what represents a 'legal position for game objects' including: OK to reattached to robot? OK to stack on top of
other cubes?
6. Soccer (aka football OUS) is the Worlds game for a variety of reasons including the rules of soccer are simple for
any young person to understand.
As VEX/REC strive to be even more student centered, then the Game Design Committee should seek to simplify
rules whereever possible, in particular in the Q&A.
For example ‘Drivers’ refers to the student operating the robot in all 3 aspects of the game (Driver Skills,
Programming Skills and/or Teamwork), which may be worth redefining if the ‘Drivers’ are allowed to do different
tasks depending on the different parts of the game as proposed by post 518 and related Q&A.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for taking the time to write out this feedback; we will be sure to take it into consideration for future
seasons.
In order to keep the Q&A system as organized as possible for all viewers, we do need to remind users of the Q&A
Usage Guidelines. For general feedback, further discussion of a previous ruling, or other messages that are absent
of a specific question, please feel free to contact the GDC directly via GDC@vex.com.

Broken piece of robot touching scored object
G17

If a piece of the robot breaks off and that piece contacts a scored object, it would remain scored, right?
<G12> Keep your Robot together. Robots may not intentionally detach parts or leave mechanisms on the Field during
any Match. If an intentionally detached component or mechanism affects gameplay, the Team may be Disqualified at the
Head Referee’s discretion. Note: Parts that become unintentionally detached from the Robot are no longer considered to
be part of the Robot and can be either left on the Field, or collected by a Driver (utilizing <G17>)

![img](https://www.robotevents.com/storage/markdown/uploads/szH5KJ8KsHsds8PjsTymGpy5Hxmg8loq1vCxh

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for quoting a relevant rule and providing a photo of the scenario in question. We would also like to
reference the definition of Scored:
Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a
Robot
A Cube is Scored in a Corner Goal if any part of it is contacting a Corner Goal of the same color as the
Cube. See the definition of Corner Goal for specific details. Note: A maximum of one (1) Cube may
count for points per Corner Goal
<G12> states that "Parts that become unintentionally detached from the Robot are no longer considered to be part of
the Robot". Thus, the Cube in the photo appears to meet all the conditions of being Scored in a Corner Goal, and
would be considered Scored.

Coach Interaction During Match
G2 R12

During a elementary IQ finals match at a tournament I was at, a team's battery went down. An adult coach proceeded to
throw the team a fresh battery, in the middle of the match. Is this an illegal action in any way? Mainly referring to rules
R12 or G2?

Answered by Game Design Committee

First, this would not be considered an R12 violation. R12 is intended to prevent Teams from using additional Robot
Batteries as counterweights or finding ways to double their available power. As noted in this Q&A, swapping out a
battery mid-Match is not illegal, provided that it is done under a legal G17 / RSC5 interaction.
G2 is quoted below, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<G2> VEX IQ is a student-centered program. Adults may assist Students in urgent situations, but
adults should never work on or program a Robot without Students on that Team being present
and actively participating. Students should be prepared to demonstrate an active understanding of
their Robot’s construction and programming to judges or event staff.
Some amount of adult mentorship, teaching, and/or guidance is an expected and encouraged facet of
the VEX IQ Challenge. No one is born an expert in robotics! However, obstacles should always be
viewed as teaching opportunities, not tasks for an adult to solve without Students present and actively
participating. Violation of this rule could be considered a violation of <G1> and/or the REC Foundation
Code of Conduct.
In the specific scenario that you have described, this would likely be considered an "urgent situation", especially
because the Students were the ones who identified the root cause of the problem and physically changed the battery
("worked on the the Robot") mid-Match.
Therefore, the act of a Team receiving a spare battery mid-Match is not illegal in itself.
With that being said, we definitely do not want adults to get into the habit of throwing batteries at Students! This
could be deemed an S1, G1, G2, or Code of Conduct violation, depending on the manner in which it is handled in
the context of the event. It would be impossible for us to provide a blanket response that would encompass all
possible hypothetical interactions.

Is This Starting Position Legal?
G4

I have a question about the starting position in the VEX IQ skill challenge. During the program skill challenge, If my robot
start in the position below, is it legal? The driving base is within the starting position, the arm is longer, but not touching
the the cube.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for providing an image to help clarify your question. However, please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines,
specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of the manual in your question.". The definition
of Starting Position, and rule G4, are quoted as follows:
Starting Position - The two (2) designated 11” x 19” (279mm x 482.6mm) spots on the field where
Robots must start the Match. Starting Positions are bounded by the inner edges of the long black
lines, outer edge of the short black line, and the inner edge of the field perimeter. See Figure 2 for
more details.
<G4> Pre-match setup. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must meet the following criteria: a.
Only be contacting the Floor and/or Field Perimeter. **b. Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm)
area, bounded by the Starting Position. ** c. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
The Robot in the photo you have referenced extends past the inner edges of the long black lines in the Starting
Position, and would therefore not be legal.
One "thought experiment" to help determine if a Robot is within the Starting Position would be to imagine a spotlight
shining down on the Robot - if its shadow would fall within the Starting Position, then it is legal. This similar Q&A
provides another test that Head Referees can perform before a Match:
for a Robot which pushes the limit of allowable size, a measuring tool could be as simple as sliding a
VEX IQ beam or plate along the edges of the Starting Position. (the crossbar of the VEX IQ Challenge
Sizing Tool, turned vertically, could also be used)
This answer is the same for Teamwork Challenge, Driving Skills Challenge, and Programming Skills Challenge
Matches.

Robot Size and Starting Posistion Problem
G5 R4

Hi all, I spoke with are regional rep, and he directed me here for this question. I notice that there have been similiar
problems but people didn't seem to realize what is causing the difficulties.
As stated in the following rules, the robot must be 11 x 19.
<G5> Expansion is limited during a Match. During the Match, Robots may not expand beyond the following restrictions: a.
Horizontally, beyond an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area. b. Vertically, beyond the 15” (381mm) high starting
requirement.
Also as stated by the following rule, it must fit inside the starting area of 11 x 19.
<R4> Robots must fit in the sizing box. At the start of each Match, the Robot must be able to satisfy the following
constraints: a. Only be contacting the Floor and/or the Field Perimeter. b. Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm)
area, bounded by the Starting Position. c. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
The problem that I have discovered is the following. The starting areas are NOT 11 x 19. On our two fields bought two
years apart the starting areas for length and width are both about a 32nd of an inch short in either directions as shown in
the two following pictures.

![img](https://www.robotevents.com/storage/markdown/uploads/V1LBoQXTadECev05s71ZmGlbLwNoDcZmln6DZ

![img](https://www.robotevents.com/storage/markdown/uploads/8N9M2WQn1YBOlJz9LdjfXkG6bPfK6NUE35Jm0

In previous years and games, this was not a problem. This year though the tolerances are very sma

Making the robot size smaller would not work. The way the pieces are made, the robot would have t

A rule addition allowing the robots to be slightly (thickness of an axel) outside the starting ar
Thanks for the time.
Sam Schursky
Team 6277
The Harvey School
Katonah, New York

Answered by Game Design Committee

First, please review this similar Q&A. Although it is asking a slightly different question than yours, it includes some
relevant background information regarding Robot size rulings and tolerances.
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/382
It looks like your root question is the following:
We have groups that have robots that are exactly 11 by 19. They would pass inspection (assuming the
measuring device does not rely on the field which might have the same problems) but be ever so
slightly outside of the starting positions. Their definitely needs to be a rules clarification on this.
A rule addition allowing the robots to be slightly (thickness of an axel) outside the starting area as long
as it passes inspection of course would be a good solution.
Thank you for your suggestion, but this rule addition will not be made. The intents of VIQC's sizing rules are for
Robot size to be checked during inspection and then enforced at the beginning of each Match. Having a different
sizing rule for a Match vs inspection would negate the purpose of the inspection process.

They would pass inspection (assuming the measuring device does not rely on the field which might
have the same problems) but be ever so slightly outside of the starting positions.
The official VIQC Sizing Tool does utilize the field as its reference. Relying on a common field ensures a
standardized expectation for Teams, inspectors, and Head Referees, regardless of which event they attend. Some
manufacturing variance is to be expected in any physical product, as is variance if using different measuring
methods.
For example, the VIQC Field Perimeter has a very slight draft angle as an injection molded plastic part; so, if you lay
a ruler from the perimeter to the black line, a difference of less than 1mm could easily occur depending on where you
rest the ruler against the wall.
So, as an overarching answer to this question, we are going to refer to rule G3:
<G3> Use common sense. When reading and applying the various rules in this document, please
remember that common sense always applies in the VEX IQ Challenge.
The intent of G4, G5, R5, and R6 is to provide a design constraint in the form of Robot size that is reasonably
observable by a volunteer inspector/referee, and consistently enforceable across all events worldwide. It is not a
reasonable expectation for an event to use digital calipers to measure Robot size; it is a reasonable expectation for
an event to use the tools that are available to all Teams, such as a standard field, a publicly available physical sizing
tool, and human observation. To avoid potential conflicts, we would advise Teams remind mindful of these realities
when designing their VEX IQ Robots such that they do not rely on a possible variance of 0.03" to determine their
legality.

Blocks on tower
G5

Can a robot flip a block over the top of itself to place it on the tower? The robot meets the 15" maximum for height but the
top of the block is above that.

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules preventing this, thus it legal, provided that no other rules are violated in the process.

Students Part of Multiple Teams
G6

Are students allowed to be members of multiple teams for building and programming of robots?
1. Example 1: Student A has contributed to building a robot on TEAM01, but later int he season is moved to TEAM02
and then helps this team build. Student A only ever drives for TEAM01. Is this permitted?
2. Example 2: Student A has contributed to building a robot on TEAM01 and has contributed programming a robot
on TEAM02 throughout the season. Student A only ever drives for TEAM01. Is this permitted?
3. Example 3: Student A has contributed to building a robot on TEAM01 and has contributed to programming a robot
on TEAM02 throughout the season. Student A drives for TEAM01 at League event #1, then at drives for TEAM02
at League Event #2. Is this permitted?
The only rulings I can find that are restrictive are related to driving the robots for multiple teams but not about
the designing and building aspects. <G6> Two Drivers per Team. Each Team shall include two Drivers. No Driver may
fulfill this role for more than one Team at any given event, or in a given season. Teams with only one Student in
attendance at an event are granted an allowance to use another qualified Driver from the event. That Driver may now
only drive for the team the Driver is subsuming in for, for the duration of the event.

Answered by Game Design Committee

The first portion of G6 explicitly refers to Drivers. Drivers may only drive for one Team, and if a Driver switches
Teams mid-season, then that switch is permanent.
The second portion of G6 continues beyond the portion that you have quoted, to state the following:
When a team qualifies for a Championship event (e.g., States, Nationals, Worlds, etc.) the Students on
the team attending the Championship event are expected to be the Students on the Team that were
awarded the spot. Students can be added as support to the team but should not be added as
driveteam members or programmers for the team.
An exception is allowed if one (1) Student on the drive team or a programmer on the Team cannot
attend the event. The team can make a single substitution of a drive team member or programmer for
the Championship event with another Student, even if that Student has competed on a different team.
This Student will now be on this new team and may not substitute back to the original team.
It is understood and expected that builders and programmers on Teams within the same "organization" (which is not
a defined term in the VIQC Game Manual) will likely help each other to some degree. There are no rules prohibiting
this.
G6 does not say that Students are not permitted to be a programmer for more than one Team. What it says is that if
a Student is not the programmer for a Team that qualifies to a Championship, they cannot then join the Team as
their programmer unless that Team's existing programmer cannot attend the Championship.
For example: Let's say that I program the robots for teams 123A and 123B. If either of these teams make it to States,
then I can go to States with one or both of these teams. However, if I never helped the C team and only the C team
goes to States, then I may not join this team to make them better at Programming unless the C-team programmer
cannot make it, then and only then may I be that single substitution.
It is kind of like a trade deadline in professional sports. Once a Team gets to the point in the season where they have
qualified to a Championship, then they can no longer adjust the key players on that team, including programmers.
Drivers have an earlier "trade deadline" - they are locked into a Team as soon as they attend any official event. G6
has two separate, independent parts in this context - we will work to make this more clear in future seasons.

Contradiction between <G6> and <G7>
G6 G7

So there's <G6>
<G6> Two Drivers per Team. Each Team shall include two Drivers. No Driver may fulfill this role for
more than one Team at any given event, or in a given season. Teams with only one Student in attendance
at an event are granted an allowance to use another qualified Driver from the event. That Driver may now
only drive for the team the Driver is subsuming in for, for the duration of the event. ...
And <G7>...
<G7> Drivers switch Controllers midway through the Match. In a given Match, no Driver shall operate a
Robot for more than thirty-five (0:35) seconds. The two Drivers must switch their controller between twentyfive (0:25) seconds and thirty-five (0:35) seconds remaining in the Match. The second Driver may not touch
his/her Team’s controls until the controller is passed to him/her. Once the controller is passed, the first
Driver may no longer touch his/her Team’s controls. Note: If only one Driver is present (i.e. the Team
has not exercised the allowance in <G6>), this rule still applies, and they must cease Robot
operation after thirty-five (0:35) seconds.
<G6> says you have to have two... It says teams shall have two drivers, and gives them an out if only one kid shows up.
<G7> says that teams don't have to follow <G6> and may proceed with one driver.

So, a couple of practical questions...
Why does <G6> say "shall include two drivers" when it's OK if they don't? Am I missing something?
For the 0:35, can it be that last or first 0:35 seconds? Or can the students start at 0:50 and end at 0:15?

Answered by Game Design Committee

We are going to begin by reminding everyone of G3:
<G3> Use common sense. When reading and applying the various rules in this document, please
remember that common sense always applies in the VEX IQ Challenge.
Your first question was as follows:
Why does <G6> say "shall include two drivers" when it's OK if they don't? Am I missing something?
While the GDC is made up of a cross-functional team of educators, engineers, and former competitors, we
admittedly do not have anyone with experience writing regulatory law. So, occasionally, a grammatical
misunderstanding will slip through.
In determining how to respond to this question, we discovered this reference material from the FAA regarding usage
of the word "shall":
Nearly every jurisdiction has held that the word "shall" is confusing because it can also mean "may, will
or must." Legal reference books like the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure no longer use the word
"shall." Even the Supreme Court ruled that when the word "shall" appears in statutes, it means "may."
[...] "In most legal instruments, shall violates the presumption of consistency…which is why shall is
among the most heavily litigated words in the English language."
In the future, we will look to avoid the word "shall" in favor of more clear verbiage such as "may", "must", or "must
not".
To be clear:
The intent of G6 is to tell Teams that they must plan to have 2 Drivers, and that these Drivers are part of that
Team for the entirety of the event and season.
The intent of G7 is to tell Teams that both Drivers need to drive for half of the Match.
The intent of the one-Driver exception in G7 is to acknowledge that occasionally, circumstances outside of a
Team's control may arise where only one Driver is present (such as illness, inclement weather, etc), and to
provide that Team with the opportunity to still compete on a comparable playing field as two-Driver Teams.
The intent of the Note in G7 is to acknowledge that some Teams may still elect not to utilize the exception
provided, and prevent the scenario where making that choice provides them with a competitive advantage
over two-Driver Teams.
For the 0:35, can it be that last or first 0:35 seconds? Or can the students start at 0:50 and end at 0:15?
The Driver switch occurs between 0:25 and 0:35 seconds into the Match. If there is no second Driver, then no switch
will occur, and the single Driver will cease operation at the end of the Driver switch period, with 0:25 seconds left on
the clock. Starting at 0:50 and ending at 0:15 (two times which have no audio cue) would create unnecessary
confusion for Head Referees and is not within the intent of this rule.

Vex IQ Cables
Other

Now that V5 is fully rolled out, I was wondering if the RECF would be making any changes regarding the Vex IQ cables. I
would love to be able to use the crimping tool/connectors from V5 to fix cable ends when students break off the locking

tabs, but I am concerned that it won’t be tournament legal if I do so. As it is right now we end up throwing out a lot of the
cables when the ends break. I understand that crimping new ends on would change the cable size, but I don’t think that
being able to change cable sizes gives any strategic advantages. Does anyone know if the RECF has any plans to make
this legal? I checked through the documentation but didn’t see anything about it one way or the other.

Answered by Game Design Committee

No, modifying VEX IQ cables or creating custom cables would not be legal.

Definitions of "Student"/"Team" and Age Cutoffs for Elementary/Middle School Teams
Other

The Game Manual released in April 2019 states the following:
Student - Anyone born after May 1, 2005 (i.e. who will be 14 or younger at VEX Worlds 2020). Eligibility
may also be granted based on a disability that has delayed education by at least one year. Students are
the individuals who design, build, repair, and program the Robot with minimal adult assistance.
• Elementary School Student - Any Student born after May 1, 2008 (i.e. who will be 11 or younger at VEX
Worlds 2020).
• Middle School Student - Any eligible Student that is not an Elementary School Student.
Team - Two or more Students make up a Team. A Team is classified as an Elementary School Team if all
members are Elementary School Students. A Team is classified as a Middle School Team if any members
are Middle School Students. Teams may be associated with schools, community/youth organizations, or a
group of neighborhood Students.
This rigid age-based definition causes some confusion and/or hardship depending on the country or school district. Will
any exceptions be made for Teams with situations that do not intuitively match this definition?

Answered by Game Design Committee

The definitions of Student and Team will be updated in the June 14th Game Manual update to state the following:
Student - Anyone born after May 1, 2005 (i.e. who will be 14 or younger at VEX Worlds 2020).
Eligibility may also be granted based on a disability that has delayed education by at least one year.
Students are the individuals who design, build, repair, and program the Robot with minimal adult
assistance.
• Elementary School Student - Any Student born after May 1, 2007 (i.e. who will be 12 or younger at
VEX Worlds 2020). Elementary School Students may “play up” and compete as a Middle School
Student.
• Middle School Student - Any eligible Student that is not an Elementary School Student.
Team - Two or more Students make up a Team. A Team is classified as an Elementary School Team
if all members are Elementary School Students. A Team is classified as a Middle School Team if any
members are Middle School Students, or made up of Elementary School Students who declare
themselves "playing up" as Middle School Students by registering their team as a Middle School
Team. Once declared and playing as a Middle School Team, that team may not change back to an
Elementary School Team for the remainder of the season. Teams may be associated with schools,
community/youth organizations, or a group of neighborhood Students.

Accommodations for color blind students
Other

Is there any accommodation that teams can make for color blind students? Can they add a thin sheet attachment pin or
mark the cubes in some other way?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Is there any accommodation that teams can make for color blind students? Can they add a thin sheet
attachment pin or mark the cubes in some other way?
Modifications to Game/Field Elements are not permitted, unless they do not pose any risk of impacting gameplay.
Any physical modification could pose this risk - for example, adding Thin Sheet Attachment Pins to Cubes could
impact how the Cubes slide along the Floor, or how Balls nest in/on Cubes. Therefore, this would not be permitted.
One accommodation that we would recommend for color blind students, which would fall within this overarching
guideline, would be to add defining labels with a permanent marker to a given color of Cube. For example, if all
green Cubes had black dots on them, that would be significant enough to help a color blind Student differentiate a
green Cube from a red one, but subtle enough such that they would not interfere with any sensors or other gameplay.
Also, since all Field and Game Elements begin the Match in pre-determined (non-random) positions, all Students
begin the Match with an equal understanding of where certain colored objects are on the Field. If any Student
becomes uncertain of the state of the game at any point, they are always welcome to ask the Head Referee for
clarification, at the Head Referee's discretion (e.g. "what color is that Cube?"). This would also a good opportunity to
encourage teamwork and coaching between the two Drive Team Members.

Squared Away Game Manual Errata Questions and Suggestions
Other

Possible issues with VEX IQ Challenge Squared Away - Game Manual
I did attempt to send this to RECF and was told to post here. These are all related questions I have, though they may be
written as assertions, they reflect my best guess. I understand there is a revision coming soon. I do notice 3 of the 4 Q&A
questions posted here are unanswered.
Use of “ranking” or “seeded” throughout needs to be clear that it results from Qualifying Matches and is used in
Finals Matches.
Examples: P22 Qualifying Match definition just says “event rankings”.
Then P23 “T2” “ranked” is used without definition.
It isn’t until “T7” that “ranked” is used in a way that defines it by context. And then more explicitly in p24 “T11”.
On P24 “T11” b. and c. “seeded” is used instead; and “rank” means what here?
Robot Skills Rules mention “ranked”, different meaning?, maybe use different word?
Example: In “RSC2” perhaps use “Teams will be awarded a Skills Score based on the sum of their highest Programming
Skills Match score and highest Driving Skills Match score.” Or “will be awarded a Skills Score Total”, or "will be awarded a
Total Skills Score".
So

Perhaps a definition for “Ranking” or “Seed” in Tournament Definitions and consistent use throughout.
Other Questions
P24 “T11” a. Uses "Elimination Match" instead of Qualifying Match.
P24 “T11” b. easily confused with Qualifying Match ranking ties. Perhaps could be “Ties for first place in Finals Matches
will result in tiebreaker match(es); starting…”
P23 “T6” Match partners for Programming Skills? Probably this rule is for Qualifying Matches.
“G16” “Handling the Robot mid-match is allowed under certain circumstances” doesn’t mention “RSC4”. But “RSC4”
(about Programming Skills) refers back to “G16” to assert rules for Driving Skills. Kinda convoluted. Related Q: Freedom
to be outside Drivers Station during Programming Matches is only when handling Robot, or during entire Match?
Duplicate Rules
There are two (2) “G7”s.
There are 2 “RSC2”s.
Caption
Caption for figure 17, P9 seems incorrect.
Minor:
Bolding and italics on p23 "The Head Referees’ rulings are final."
P 22 "and may include Practice Matches." Are Practice Matches allowed for Robot Skills?
P23 “T3” time outs for Robot Skills?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for this list. Many of these changes were incorporated in the June 14th Game Manual Update. If you have
future suggestions for typo-fixes or clarifications, feel free to email us directly at GDC@vex.com.

Low scored if touching the wall outside the cube?
Other

In the definition of Scored quoted below,
Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a Robot.
1. A Ball is Scored inside of a Cube if it meets the following criteria: a. The Ball is at least partially
within the three-dimensional volume defined by the outer edges of the Cube’s structure. b. The Ball
is not contacting the Floor “outside” of the Cube. The portion of the Floor which is “outside” of the
Cube is roughly defined as a vertical projection of the Cube onto the Floor beneath the Cube,
regardless of the Cube’s orientation.
should the bolded part also include the wall?

Answered by Game Design Committee

In the definition of Scored quoted below, [quote] should the bolded part also include the wall?
No. The Floor is explicitly defined as "The interior part of the playing field that is within the field perimeter".

Age clarification for middle school IQ
Other

The current game manual for IQ defines a middle school student as being born after May 1, 2005 (14 or younger at
Worlds). The current game manual for VRC defines a middle school student as being born after May 1, 2004 (15 or
younger at Worlds). Can you clarify the age for middle school IQ? Leaving it as written would not allow many 9th grade
students in a junior high (grades 7-9) to compete.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for sharing your concern. The age breakdowns of the different types of Students will be clarified further in
the August Game Manual update.
EDIT: In the August 16th Game Manual update, the definition of Student was updated as follows:
Anyone born after May 1, 2004 (i.e. who will be 15 or younger at VEX Worlds 2020). Eligibility may
also be granted based on a disability that has delayed education by at least one year. Students are the
individuals who design, build, repair, and program the Robot with minimal adult assistance.
• Elementary School Student - Any Student born after May 1, 2007 (i.e. who will be 12 or younger at
VEX Worlds 2020). Elementary School Students may “play up” and compete as a Middle School
Student.
• Middle School Student - Any eligible Student that is not an Elementary School Student.

Students with Disabilities: Accommodations (sitting)
Other

1. Is it okay for a student with physical disability to sit in a wheelchair or on a walker during the match?

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules prohibiting this, thus it is legal.
Rule <T15> states the following (bolded for emphasis):
<T15> Fields may be raised or on the floor. Some tournaments may choose to place the playing field
on the floor, or elevated off the floor (common heights are 12” to 24” [30.5cm to 61cm]). No Drive
Team Members may stand on any sort of object during a Match, regardless of whether the field
is on the floor or elevated.
The intent of this rule is to help ensure Student safety; standing on a stepstool could pose a trip/fall hazard. This rule
is not intended to restrict Students who require medical accommodations, such as a wheelchair, walker, crutches,
etc.

It is always helpful to review any specific requests or accommodations with your Event Partner and/or Head Referee
at the beginning of an event to ensure that there is no confusion when it comes time for a Match.

Students with Disabilities: Accommodations (velcro)
Other

Is it acceptable for a student to have velcro on the controller and wear velcro gloves to assist them with holding the
controller during the match?

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules prohibiting this, thus it is legal.

RE: Updating Legal Parts File with Omni-Directional Wheels
Other

My students recently discovered that the 200 mm Travel VEX IQ Omni-Directional wheels that we have purchased
directly from the VEX official website (228-2536) wasn't listed on the legal parts index for the last few years. Since we
have seen it in competition for years, we figured it was a mistake and we wanted to give you a heads up so you can
update the legal parts list for clarity.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for bringing this to our attention - the VIQC Legal parts Appendix has been updated to include the VEX IQ
Omni-Directional Wheels. Slide-drive away!

Are custom metal shaft lengths legal?
R13

Last year, the rules for cutting shafts was permitted as long as they were "equivalent to legal VEX IQ shafts", to quote
from the updated game manual:
<R13> Parts may NOT be modified. a. Examples of modifications include, but are not limited to, bending, cutting,
sanding, gluing or melting. b. Cutting metal VEX EDR shafts to lengths which are equivalent to legal VEX IQ shafts is
permitted. This is the only legal exception to this rule.
but this year, the rules state that custom lengths are permitted:
<R13> Parts may NOT be modified. a. Examples of modifications include, but are not limited to, bending, cutting,
sanding, gluing, or melting. b. Cutting metal VEX IQ or VEX EDR shafts to custom lengths is permitted. This is the only
legal exception to this rule.
Will this be a permanent change to the rules or will there be a chance that the rules will change back to them being
equivalent to legal VEX IQ shafts?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Will this be a permanent change to the rules or will there be a chance that the rules will change back to
them being equivalent to legal VEX IQ shafts?
The purpose of this Q&A system is to provide rules clarifications for VIQC Squared Away. The Game Manual is rewritten for each year's new VEX IQ Challenge game; therefore, it is impossible (and outside of the scope of this Q&A
system) to speculate on rules for future games.

Scuff controller for VEX IQ
R13

Would a scuff controller add-on to the VEX IQ controller be legal?
We've seen a few of these in the VRC game, and our IQ teams are asking if something similar would be legal in Squared
Away.
www.robotevents.com/VRC/2019-2020/QA/337

R13: Parts may NOT be modified. a. Examples of modifications include, but are not limited to, bending,
cutting, sanding, gluing, or melting. b. Cutting metal VEX IQ or VEX EDR shafts to custom lengths is
permitted. This is the only legal exception to this rule.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Yes, the attachment shown in the attached photo would be legal, provided it is easily removable and does not modify
electrical components in any way.

Limits on separate robot configurations
R2

How much of a robot can be in different configurations. My students want to use a different configuration depending on
the strengths or weaknesses of there alliance partners. As long as all configurations pass inspection prior to the match, it
appears to be legal. I was hoping for clarification as 2 of the configurations make it look like a new robot. They are using
the same Brain, controller and drivetrain. They are only swapping out arms and intake system.

Answered by Game Design Committee

For the sake of brevity, we will not be quoting all of rules R1 and R2. However, we would strongly advising reviewing
them in full alongside this response.
R2 is partially quoted as follows:
Given the above definitions, a minimum Robot for use in any VEX IQ Challenge event (including Robot
Skills Challenges) must consist of subsystem 1 and 2 above. Thus, if you are swapping out an entire
subsystem of either item 1 or 2, you have now created a second Robot and are no longer legal.
R1 is partially quoted as follows:
a. If significant changes are made to a Robot, it must be re-inspected before it will be allowed to
participate in a Match.
b. If a Robot has multiple functional configurations, all possible configurations must be inspected
before being used in competition.
It is impossible to provide a blanket response based on a snapshot description of a hypothetical Robot. However,
configuration changes are permitted by R1 and R2, so long as they are confined to Subsystem 3. Therefore, in order
to be legal, the following conditions must be met:
The drivetrain does not change between configurations (Subsystem 1).
The control system does not change between configurations (Subsystem 2).
The Robot passes inspection in all possible configurations (R1-b).

Inspection. Extended Time
R2

At a regional tournament, can we limit the number of re-inspections a team can request?

Answered by Game Design Committee

There is nothing in the Game Manual that prohibits a Team from inspecting their Robot multiple times to
accommodate changes that would require re-inspection. We would not recommend stifling the creativity of Students
by limiting the number of changes that can be made to their Robot.
If a Team is requesting a re-inspection of another Team's Robot, it is at the discretion of the Head Referee /
inspector if they choose to honor that request.

<R2> and Wheel Replacements
R2

R2: Only one (1) Robot will be allowed to participate per Team in the VEX IQ Challenge. ... If you are
swapping out an entire subsystem of either item 1 or 2, you have now created a second Robot and are no

longer legal.
In QA473, the GDC ruled that replacing a Robot's wheels after inspection would be considered a violation of R2 because
the team is replacing parts of Subsystem 1. Based on my reading of the rule, a team doing so would not be violating R2
because no swapping of "an entire subsystem" took place. Subsystem 1 includes the entire robot base, specifically the
structural components, none of which would be replaced. Furthermore, "swapping" a subsystem implies that two distinct
subsystems exist, which did not occur in QA473.
A robot consists of both Subsystem 1 and Subsystem 2. Even if a team swaps an entire assembly of Subsystem 1 or
Subsystem 2, they may not have yet created a second robot if no separate Subsystem 1/2 exists. In the blue box, it is
written that "If you can place two complete and legal Robots on a table next to each other, then they are two separate
Robots." In this case, there would not be two separate robots, because only parts of a single subsystem are being
replaced. A common-sensical reading of R2 would lead me to believe that these are not two separate robots, and thus
not a violation of R2. It is also written that "trying to decide if changing a pin, a wheel, or a motor constitutes a separate
Robot is missing the intent and spirit of this rule" - it is specifically this statement that implies that changing a wheel would
not be considered a second robot, and thus not a violation of R2.
I have three questions:
1. Are five wheels considered to be an "entire" assembly of Subsystem 1, as appears to be implied by QA473.
2. Is modifying parts of Subsystem 1 or 2 during a competition a violation of R2.
3. If modifying parts of Subsystem 1 or 2 is legal, how much modification is allowed? It is clear that a full replacement
(especially with a prebuilt assembly) runs counter to the intention of R2.

Answered by Game Design Committee

I have three questions:
1.
Are five wheels considered to be an "entire" assembly of Subsystem 1, as appears to be
implied by QA473.
2.
Is modifying parts of Subsystem 1 or 2 during a competition a violation of R2.
3.
If modifying parts of Subsystem 1 or 2 is legal, how much modification is allowed? It is clear
that a full replacement (especially with a prebuilt assembly) runs counter to the intention of R2.
The answer to all three of these questions is "it depends". It would be impossible to write an answer that would
encompass all hypothetical modifications and scenarios, or provide specific boundaries for what is considered a
"replacement" or "modification".
Q&A 473 asked a specific question; in that case, swapping a holonomic drivetrain for a traction base was considered
a complete swap of Subsystem 2.
It is also written that "trying to decide if changing a pin, a wheel, or a motor constitutes a separate
Robot is missing the intent and spirit of this rule" - it is specifically this statement that implies that
changing a wheel would not be considered a second robot, and thus not a violation of R2.
While this sentence does use the word "a", it is not intended to explicitly draw a line at "one wheel vs five wheels". It
is meant to imply that a pin, a wheel, or a motor is not in itself what defines a Subsystem, as it would be impossible
to write an all-encompassing list of what constitutes a separate Robot. Trying to decide exactly how many pins,
wheels, or motors can be changed before it constitutes a second Robot is also missing the intent and spirit of this
rule.

Replace 2 out of 4 Wheels during event
R2

I would like to know if it is legal to replace 2 of the wheels out of 4, from Omni to Rubber (or vice versa)? We would like to
have 2 of the rubber wheels for the autonomous driving challenge, and replace those 2 Omni for rest of our sessions. We
are will not make any changes to our drivetrain, not even a single bushing. We are not entirely swapping the entire
subsystem.
Does this need to be reinspected?
Thank you in advance

Answered by Game Design Committee

Yes, this is legal.
In general, any time significant modifications are made to a Robot other than simple repairs, it is a good practice to
re-inspect, per R1, quoted below with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<R1> Robots must pass inspection. The Team’s Robot must pass inspection before being allowed to
participate in any Matches. Noncompliance with any Robot design or construction rule may result in
Disqualification of the Robot at an event.
a. If significant changes are made to a Robot, it must be re-inspected before it will be allowed
to participate in a Match.
b. If a Robot has multiple functional configurations, all possible configurations must be
inspected before being used in competition.
c. Teams may be requested to submit to random inspections by event personnel during the event.
Refusal to submit will result in Disqualification.
d. Referees or inspectors may decide that a Robot is in violation of the rules. In this case, the Team in
violation will be Disqualified and the Robot will be barred from the Field until it passes re-inspection.

Robot Size Rules Clarification
R4 R5

Can clarity please be provided as to which rule ultimately governs the size of the robot? Our teams' robots are 11” wide.
How should rule R4 be interpreted with respect to R5?
At a recent tournament, my team was told by the lead inspector that regardless if their robot passes inspection, if the
referees determine that the robot is not within the 11" by 19" starting position on the game field floor, then the match
would not start until it is or the team will be disqualified. I was told that the referees would use being able to see the
enclosed white floor area around the robot to make that determination. This is subjective in nature considering that if the
part of the robot that is 11” wide is not contacting the floor. To truly make this assessment, the referees will need to have
a starting position measuring tool.
At a recent league event, my teams' robots passed inspection and were not told of this starting position ruling at match
time.
For the past 5 years that we have been fortunate to compete in the VEX IQ Challenge, as well qualifying for 4 World
Championships, we have never encountered this interpretation of the robot sizing for the matches. It has been that as
long as the robot passes inspection and as long as the driver placed their team’s robot the best possible into the starting
position at the start and during the match, no one is disqualified and the match starts and/or continues.
Also, regarding VEX IQ Robot Sizing Tool part no. 228-5293, although not stated, will it be used as the official measuring
tool at World Championship? More importantly, may it be stated that this is the official tool to use for robot sizing?
Thanks in advance James Ibanez

Answered by Game Design Committee

Can clarity please be provided as to which rule ultimately governs the size of the robot? Our teams'
robots are 11” wide. How should rule R4 be interpreted with respect to R5? [...] At a recent
tournament, my team was told by the lead inspector that regardless if their robot passes inspection, if
the referees determine that the robot is not within the 11" by 19" starting position on the game field
floor, then the match would not start until it is or the team will be disqualified.
R4 states the following, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<R4> Robots must fit in the sizing box. At the start of each Match, the Robot must be able to satisfy
the following constraints:
a. Only be contacting the Floor and/or the Field Perimeter.
b. Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area, bounded by the Starting Position.
c. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
This rule works in conjunction with <G4>. <R4> is an “inspection rule”, meaning that a Robot may not
pass inspection if it cannot satisfy these constraints. However, <G4> is a “game rule”, meaning that
even if a Robot passed <R4> in inspection (i.e. it is theoretically capable of satisfying the
constraints), Head Referees will still be watching for it before each Match.
G4 states the following, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<G4> Pre-match setup. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must meet the following criteria:
a. Only be contacting the Floor and/or Field Perimeter.
b. Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area, bounded by the Starting Position.
c. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
> An offending Robot will be removed from the Match at the Head Referee’s discretion. They will not
receive a Disqualification, but they will not be permitted to play in the Match.
Note: Robots must be placed on the Field promptly. Repeated failure to do so could result in a
violation of <G1>.
The exact definition of the term “promptly” is at the discretion of the Head Referee and the Event
Partner, who will consider event schedule, previous warnings or delays, etc.
The Head Referee and inspector's interpretation of R4 at your event was correct. A Robot which has passed
inspection must still demonstrably abide by G4 in each of their Matches.
Violation of G4 is not intended to escalate to an immediate Disqualification, but the Robot in question should not be
permitted to play in the Match. However, excessive delays caused by non-compliance may still result in a violation of
G1 as stated in the Note.
I was told that the referees would use being able to see the enclosed white floor area around the robot
to make that determination. This is subjective in nature considering that if the part of the robot that is
11” wide is not contacting the floor. To truly make this assessment, the referees will need to have a
starting position measuring tool.
There is no required method by which Head Referees are expected to enforce G4. In most cases, the visual check
you describe should prove sufficient. However, for a Robot which pushes the limit of allowable size, a measuring tool
could be as simple as sliding a VEX IQ beam or plate along the edges of the Starting Position. (the crossbar of the
VEX IQ Challenge Sizing Tool, turned vertically, could also be used)

Also, regarding VEX IQ Robot Sizing Tool part no. 228-5293, although not stated, will it be used as the
official measuring tool at World Championship? More importantly, may it be stated that this is the
official tool to use for robot sizing?
We will confirm this in the April 10th Game Manual Update, which usually includes any specific rule changes or
clarifications pertaining to the World Championship.

Touching the Sides of Sizing Tool During Inspection
R4

<R4> Robots must fit in the sizing box. At the start of each Match, the Robot must be able to satisfy the following
constraints: a. Only be contacting the Floor and/or the Field Perimeter. b. Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm)
area, bounded by the Starting Position. c. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor
When being sized, can a robot touch the sizing box walls or ceiling or the Robot Sizing Tool sides and still pass sizing
inspection, or would this be considered out of size via R4? This has been a point of contention at some events for robots
that are close to being out of size. Thank you.

Answered by Game Design Committee

We believe this is the same question as this similar Q&A:
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/558
If this is not the case, please feel free to rephrase and re-submit.

VEX IQ Robot dimensions when using the "template"
R5

To whom it may concern.
It would be nice to get some clarification from VEX directly. If a bot in the size testing template touches the sides but
moves through the template, is it or is it not exactly 11 inches. Our understanding is that the pieces from VEX and the
connector holes are either 1/4 or 1/2 inch. To us and our measurements and likely others the bot was going to be 10 1/2,
(10 3/4 with odd cross connectors) or 11 or 11 1/4”. All that is to say the bot either does not rub, rubs a little or will not fit.
Our experience at Worlds was as long as they could push it through the template all was good. We were not the only
ones confused by this at check-in this past weekend at a Signature event.
We put a tape measure over it and it's exactly 11" front middle and back.
The head ref prior to sending it through said to the guy putting it through the template, I am not concerned about the
width, yet the moment it touched the sides the other ref was sure we were too wide.
The head ref had measured it with a tape measure and it was spot on 11".
Perhaps Vex can clarify this for anyone using the template.
Thank you,
Scott Bowman.

Answered by Game Design Committee

While the VEX IQ Challenge Sizing Tool is a useful tool to have at events, the Game Manual is the official and final
ruling on what should be considered legal.
Rules R5 and G5 are quoted bas follows:
<R5> Max Robot size is 11” x 19”. Robots must be demonstrably able to comply with the expansion
rules set forth by <G5>.
<G5> Expansion is limited during a Match. During the Match, Robots may not expand beyond the
following restrictions:
a. Horizontally, beyond an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area.
b. Vertically, beyond the 15” (381mm) high starting requirement.
The official tool is one way to demonstrate compliance with these rules, but the tool itself is not the rule - the size is.
We put a tape measure over it and it's exactly 11" front middle and back.
This is correct; the inside faces of the sizing tool are exactly 11". So, if a Robot were to brush up against the edge of
the sizing tool but is able to pass through it without deforming, it would (in most cases) be a legal robot of the max
dimension.
With that said, a Robot brushing the edge of 11" is, by definition, pushing the limits of the rule. Therefore, as always,
edge-case scenarios are to be handled at the discretion of the Head Referee. We would advise Teams to take this
into account when Students are designing their Robot.

(Il)Legal parts list
R7

According to the note at the end of <R7>,
Note: A comprehensive list of legal parts can be found in the VEX IQ Challenge Legal Parts Appendix, which will be
released alongside the June 14th Game Manual Update (as noted in <G17>.
As this has passed by a couple of weeks, are the lists available somewhere? Thanks!

Answered by Game Design Committee

We sincerely apologize for the delay in the release of these documents. They have now been posted and can be
found at this page:
www.vexrobotics.com/vexiq/competition/viqc-current-game

Vision sensor
R7

Can the vision sensor be used in the competition?

Answered by Game Design Committee

The Vision Sensor is included in the VIQC Squared Away Illegal Parts Appendix, and is therefore not legal for
competition use.
link.vex.com/docs/viqc-squared-away-IllegalParts

Can a team make custom paddles for their controllers?
R7

<R7> VEX IQ parts only. Robots may be built ONLY from official robotic components from the VEX IQ
product line, unless otherwise specifically noted within these rules.
Curious if you can make custom 3-D parts for controllers. <R7> only covers the robot itself.

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules prohibiting this, therefore it is legal, provided no other rules are violated (such as G8).

Are the number plates legal or illegal?
R7

Howdy!
The number plates from the last few year's games are not in the legal or illegal appendices.
I assume they are not allowed for robot construction because of < R7 > c:
c. Only the VEX IQ components specifically designed for use in Robot construction are allowed. Using
additional components outside their typical purpose is against the intent of the rule (i.e. please don’t try
using VEX IQ apparel, team or event support materials, packaging, Field Elements, that are not listed in
the Legal Parts Appendix or other non-robot products on a VEX IQ Challenge Robot)
Emphasis mine.
I would also think that the plates could be used as a non functional decoration.
But what I THINK doesn't matter... How say you?

Answered by Game Design Committee

The number plates used on VEX IQ Challenge fields can be considered equivalent to part 228-2500-292, Blank VRC
/ VEXU Team Number Plate, which is included in the Legal Parts Appendix. Therefore, yes, they are legal. We will
look into updating the Legal Parts Appendix to reflect this more clearly in the future.

Rubber Band #117B
R8

In the past the Legal Parts Appendix has included: Rubber Band #117B (228-2500-470), but no mention in Game
Manual. Is# 117B legal?

Answered by Game Design Committee

R8b reads as follows:
<R8>b: Rubber bands that are identical in length and thickness to those included in the VEX IQ
product line (#32 & #64).
(in the future, please remember to include the applicable rule in your question)
Per R8b, #32 and #64 rubber bands are the only legal sizes. VEX IQ rubber bands can be found on the VEX
website, here: www.vexrobotics.com/rubber-bands.html

Look at the data and listen to your customers before it’s too late to fix the ‘Magic Hands’ Ruling
which had allowed Strategic moving of ‘Controlled’ Game Elements in Skills Matches
RSC1

Unfortunately there has been a substantial increase in the Programming Skills scores following the adoption 2/12/20 of
‘Magic Hands’ Q&A Ruling which allowed Strategic moving of ‘Controlled’ Game Elements in the Q&A ( #518
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/518).
The ‘Magic Hands’ Q&A Ruling makes it easier for teams to score 60 points or more in Programming Skills by
Strategically moving game elements 7 feet across the game board by hand.
This substantial increase in the Programming Skills scores has been realized in Indiana Middle School (MS) Division and
more broadly in the USA Middle School (MS) Divisions: -- In Indiana there has been a ~50% increase in Indiana MS
teams scoring 60 points or more in Programming Skills in the recent 10 days (was 31 & now 46 teams scored >60
between 2/13 & 2/23) -- Across the USA there has been a ~30% increase of USA MS teams scoring 60 points or more in
Programming Skills in the past 10 days (was 164 & now 211 teams >60 Programming between 2/13 & 2/23).
I’m hopeful that some of this growth in programming scores was through programming effort. However, the data
do not support this interpretation as there is much smaller increase in Driver Skills Scores and locally Teamwork
Finals top scores actually dipped in Final 10 days indicating limited growth in other areas of the game.
The data supporting these interpretations of IN MS and USA MS Skills Scores can be found at
docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xxw68aoWwuyqePnvqPxZzygwocodKhWhADuPFZd6Le4/edit?usp=sharing I did not
have the foresight to look at the potential impact of ‘Magic Hands’ Q&A on other active regions and other age groups
(Elementary?) . Therefore I’d ask Game Design Committee to review your data to determine which regions and age
groups are most impacted by the rule change (uncharacteristic increase in Programming Scores >60)?
The data, cited above, indicate that this ‘Magic Hands’ Q&A ruling changed IN MS VEX IQ Skills Ranking System and
penalized teams who competed prior to the 2/12 change. Thus it also changed the VEX IQ Qualifying Criteria [embed
link] from Two ways for teams to qualify” to now ‘3 ways to qualify’
1. Qualifying Award or
2. Skills After 2/13 (Majority of Skill Qualifiers in IN MS VEX IQ)
3. Skills before 2/13 (<5% of All Teams registered IN MS VEX IQ) The Skills qualification system was design to
select the top performers to compete at State and World as opposed to preferencing the most recent performers.
To ensure fair and equitable treatment of all teams, I would like to propose each region and age group to review their
data and come up with an equitable plan.
I have been in contact with local REC and State Championship organizers proposing an expansion of IN MS VEX IQ
Division to accommodate more Skill qualifiers for over a month, originally due to strong growth of interest in MS VEX IQ
and more recently due to impact of the Magic Hands’ Q&A.
I remain optimistic that they will accept my current proposal to expand the # of Indiana MS VEX IQ teams from current
110 to 116 to include 6 more teams. The number 116 was chosen as it represents equal number top Skills Scores who
competed both before and after 2/13 (also clean cut off at Total Skills Score 124 or more). Previously I had proposed an
increase to 135 teams, (35% increase) to match the number of World Qualifying Spots, but I now recognize time is now

more limited and a smaller increase may be an appropriate compromise under this difficult timeline.
Lastly I encourage all involved to consider this problem and proposed solutions, as it may be in the best interest of our
organizations and our youth to maintain equitable regulations so that all students have a fair chance.
Sincerely, Kevin Sheehan

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for taking the time to write out this feedback; we will be sure to take it into consideration for future
seasons.
In order to keep the Q&A system as organized as possible for all viewers, we do need to remind users of the Q&A
Usage Guidelines. For general feedback, further discussion of a previous ruling, or other messages that are absent
of a specific question, please feel free to contact the GDC directly via GDC@vex.com.

Questions about element resets in programming...
RSC5

www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/392
The above ruling has spurred a few questions in my mind...
< RSC5 > A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills Match.
b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the Robot
and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

When a team resets a controlled cube to a non-scored position, can they place the cube on top of balls?
In the process of placing the cube on top of a ball, can the students use the cube to move the ball?
Can the students place the cube on top of a stack of preset balls?
Does the cube need to be in place before the bot starts again in the case that two students are working together?
Can the cube, after being removed from the robot, be placed back on the robot?
When a blue or red cube is placed on the opposite side of the field, can it be placed between the other cube and
the wall? It seems like there is enough room, but the students may move the other cube a little bit in the process.

Answered by Game Design Committee

1. When a team resets a controlled cube to a non-scored position, can they place the cube on top
of balls?
No, this is not legal. This would be considered a Scored position (assuming that the Balls underneath the Cube
would then be considered Scored).
2. In the process of placing the cube on top of a ball, can the students use the cube to move the
ball?
No, this would be considered a violation of G9 and is not legal.
3. Can the students place the cube on top of a stack of preset balls?
The answer to this is the same as the answer to your first question.

4. Does the cube need to be in place before the bot starts again in the case that two students are
working together?
If a Team is resetting their Robot, and therefore completing the four tasks listed in G17a-d, all four criteria must be
met before the Robot is considered "reset" and can begin moving again. Therefore, the answer to your direct
question is "yes".
5. Can the cube, after being removed from the robot, be placed back on the robot?
No, this is not within the intent of G17-c. (if it were, then there would be no need to remove the Game Object from
the Robot in the first place)
6. When a blue or red cube is placed on the opposite side of the field, can it be placed between
the other cube and the wall? It seems like there is enough room, but the students may move
the other cube a little bit in the process.
It is impossible to issue a blanket ruling that would encompass all hypothetical states of the field / Cubes. That said,
any interaction between a Driver and a Game Element (that is not being reset per G17) would be considered a
violation of G9.

Tool for setup in autonomous
RSC5

< RSC5 > A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills Match.
a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position.
Is it legal to use a tool to setup the robot for autonomous attempts in the initial setup?
Is it legal to use the tool after resets during the minute time?

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules preventing either of your questions, thus they are both legal.
Teams are advised to bear in mind the "blue box" note in RSC6:
In accordance with <G4>, Teams should be mindful of event schedules and set their Robots up as
promptly as possible. The definition of “prompt” is at the discretion of the Event Partner and Head
Referee, and could depend on things like how much time is left for the Robot Skills Challenge field(s)
to be open, how many Teams are waiting in line, etc. As a general guideline, three seconds to
calibrate a Gyro Sensor would be acceptable, but three minutes to debug a program would not.

Please Clarify legal reset set positions for game objects during skills RS5 and earlier post:
Programming reset while touching cube... Strategically...
RSC5

Problem: The youth are not being challenged to create quality programs but rather simple programs that
just end in touching a cube so they may reset the cubes across the field closer to their respective color
scoring zone and their robots next to it and just push the cubes in for an easy 10 points. RSC5b allows this
"Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the > Robot

and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team."
As a mentor this ruling makes it hard to motivate youth to think about their programs and use their savvy skills to create a
autonomous program. This earlier Q & A ruling has prompted many teams to not actually create quality autonomous
programs for their robots. We want to see them grow and learn but not by shortcuts.
Solution: Please create a legal position for game objects being controlled by robots during autonomous. There was once
a rule that an object be placed back on the field closest to where it left the field, could a similar rule not be created for this
scenario as well? An example: "Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed
from the Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position closest to programmed robot ended prior to reset by the
Team" or " Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from Robot and
gently placed in a non-Scored starting position by the Team.
or perhaps have RSC5 also be governed by <G17>, especially for strategic violations such as touching game cubes on
the filed while reseting the cube.
Details of what is being seen at tournaments: Teams will program robot to turn and drive forward to touch red cube (or
blue), program will stop. The team will reset by moving the red cube and robot to other starting position closer to red
scoring zone(or blue). They then set the red cube down pushing the blue cube out of the way, then they use their hands
to move blue cube back in b place, but allowing the red cube to be placed just right. They then run their robot program to
push red cube in to score 10 points. EPs allow this bc of this earlier ruling, this should in fact be a warning or a DQ since
they touched other game elements on the field. This is not accidental hands on as we saw two skills runs and each one
they did the exact same way.
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills Match. a. Upon
handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position. i. Driver may reset or adjust the
Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the Robot Brain or activating sensors. b. Any Game
Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the Robot and gently placed in a nonScored position by the Team. c. Any Game Object in the Starting Position may be moved out of the Starting Position and
gently placed into a non-Scored position by the Team. Robot Skills Challenge Rules
Earlier question that is prompting teams to move cubes close to their scoring zones:
Programming reset while touching cube... Strategically...
David Sankey (Event Partner) 1 month ago RSC5 A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a
Programming Skills Match. b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed
from the Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team. In other words, there is no rule against
strategically placing the cube, it can be placed on any non-scored position by the team. So are the following legal during
a Programming Skills Match? #1: A robot starts by turning and lifting a red cube. The team picks up the robot and cube
and places the bot in the other starting position and places the cube next to its scoring zone on the other side of the field.
The robot then pushes the cube in. #2: A team is going to score the green cube on the platform and it gets off course.
The team then resets the bot before it drops the cube. They reset the bot and put the cube back in its original position
and give it another go. RSC5 G17
Answered by Game Design Committee So are the following legal during a Programming Skills Match? #1: A robot starts
by turning and lifting a red cube. The team picks up the robot and cube and places the bot in the other starting position
and places the cube next to its scoring zone on the other side of the field. The robot then pushes the cube in. #2: A team
is going to score the green cube on the platform and it gets off course. The team then resets the bot before it drops the
cube. They reset the bot and put the cube back in its original position and give it another go. Yes, these are both legal
within RSC5, which supersedes G17 for Programming Skills Matches. Please also see RSC5's Note, which states the
following: Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed by
<G17>, especially for strategic violations.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please create a legal position for game objects being controlled by robots during autonomous.
Thank you for your suggestion. We will take this feedback into consideration for future games or Game Manual
Updates, but will not be modifying the previous Q&A response.
Per the Q&A Usage Guidelines, this Q&A system is intended for specific ruling clarifications or questions. For
general feedback, further discussion of a previous ruling, or other messages that are absent of a specific question,

please feel free to contact the GDC directly via GDC@vex.com.

The "handling" window
RSC5

Howdy! I do have one more clarifying question.
< RSC5 > A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills Match.
a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position.
Example:
Two students are working together to reset the bot and elements. One student starts by hitting a bumper, which makes
the arm fall and the bot drops the cube onto the floor. That students grabs the cube and places it in a non-scored
position. The second student grabs the bot and places it in a legal starting position. Once the element and bot are in
place, the students then start the bot again by hitting a bumper.
Questions: Would the first student simply hitting the bumper start the "handling" process? Can the cubes still be reset if
the bot drops the cube on the floor after the student hits the bumper? Can the students grab the cubes before they grab
the bot? (I'm looking at the word "immediately.")

Answered by Game Design Committee

The full text of RSC5 is quoted below for reference:
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills
Match.
a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position.\
i. Driver may reset or adjust the Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the
Robot Brain or activating sensors.
b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the
Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
c. Any Game Object in the Starting Position may be moved out of the Starting Position and gently
placed into a non-Scored position by the Team.
d. During a Programming Skills Match, Drivers may move freely around the Field, and are not
restricted to the Driver Station when not handling their Robot.
i. An intent of this exception is to permit Drivers who wish to “stage” Robot handling during a
Programming Skills Match to do so without excessive running back and forth to the Driver Station.
Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed
by <G17>, especially for strategic violations.
Would the first student simply hitting the bumper start the "handling" process?
Yes, any physical contact between a Driver and a Robot should be considered the beginning of an RSC5/G17
"handle".
Can the cubes still be reset if the bot drops the cube on the floor after the student hits the bumper?
Yes, as long as the Game Object was "being controlled by the Robot" at the time of the handling, per RSC5-b.

Can the students grab the cubes before they grab the bot? (I'm looking at the word "immediately.")
Yes, as long as the Game Object was "being controlled by the Robot" at the time of the handling, per RSC5-b.

Programming skills moving of objects
RSC5

Is it legal to move a game piece that is not in control of a robot? For example we code the robot to move forward and pick
up a green cube, instead it bumps the cube and does not stay in contact with it. I know the robot is allowed to be
retrieved, but can the cube be put pack in place?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the
latest version of the manual in your question."
The applicable rule in this case is RSC5, quoted below for reference with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills
Match.
a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position.\
i. Driver may reset or adjust the Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the
Robot Brain or activating sensors.
b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the
Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
c. Any Game Object in the Starting Position may be moved out of the Starting Position and gently
placed into a non-Scored position by the Team.
d. During a Programming Skills Match, Drivers may move freely around the Field, and are not
restricted to the Driver Station when not handling their Robot.
i. An intent of this exception is to permit Drivers who wish to “stage” Robot handling during a
Programming Skills Match to do so without excessive running back and forth to the Driver Station.
Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed
by <G17>, especially for strategic violations.
Any interaction between a Driver and a Game Element that is not being controlled by a Robot, and therefore not
covered by G17/RSC5, would be considered a violation of G9.
<G9> Hands out of the Field. Drivers are prohibited from making intentional contact with any Field
Element, Game Object, or Robot during a Match, except for the allowances in <G17>.
Violations of this rule will result in a warning for minor offenses that do not affect the Match. Score
affecting offenses will result in a Disqualification. Teams who receive multiple warnings may also
receive a Disqualification at the Head Referee’s discretion.
Note: Accidental contact may result in a warning, Disqualification, or Disablement at the Head
Referee’s discretion.

Autonomous Team - One Team Member Handles Robot, One TM Handles Cubes?

RSC5

In the situation where the robot gets hung up with a cube the rules are a bit vague as to whether it must be one person
who moves the cube and the robot or can one team mate move the robot back to the starting position and the other team
mate move the cube?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the
latest version of the manual in your question."
The applicable rule in this case is RSC5:
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills
Match.
a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position.
i. Driver may reset or adjust the Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the
Robot Brain or activating sensors.
b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the
Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
c. Any Game Object in the Starting Position may be moved out of the Starting Position and gently
placed into a non-Scored position by the Team.
d. During a Programming Skills Match, Drivers may move freely around the Field, and are not
restricted to the Driver Station when not handling their Robot.
i. An intent of this exception is to permit Drivers who wish to “stage” Robot handling during a
Programming Skills Match to do so without excessive running back and forth to the Driver Station.
Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed
by <G17>, especially for strategic violations.
There are no restrictions in RSC5 to state that only one Driver must complete all of the "handling" interactions. Thus,
this would be legal.

Moving blocks across the field during autonomous
RSC5

How is it legal for a driver to move a game element 7 feet down the board during a programming match? Doesn't this
clearly violate the spirit of a programming match? Our teams watched multiple teams at state use their robots to just grab
an element so the other driver could grab the cubes and place them near the scoring zone. This results in very basic
programming skill and mostly tests how fast drivers can grab, run, and reset cubes. This was very disappointing to the
students who actually worked hard to program their robots to accomplish this task to be beaten by what appears to be a
loophole in the rules.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically point 2, "Read and search existing Q&As before posting." We
feel that your question is answered by the following similar Q&A's. If this is not the case, please feel free to rephrase
and re-submit.
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/392

www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/434
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/530
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/535
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/537
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/540
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/555

Clarification on RSC5 and the meaning of Controlled
RSC5

Referencing to <RSC5> and <Q471> “ www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/471” In the Q471 the answer to the
meaning of the cube being controlled was and I quote “if, upon lifting the Robot for a reset, the Game Object is left
behind on the Floor, then it would not have qualified as "controlled".”
this raises many questions some of which are:
1- In the 1st picture the robot is not touching the cube, but if the robot was lifted it will lift the cube as well, would the cube
be considered “Controlled” in this state ?
2- In the 2nd picture if the robot is touching a scored cube as shown, if the robot is lifted the cube will not be affected,
would the cube be considered “Not Controlled” in this state ?
3- if the cube is considered controlled in the 2nd question, should the referee ask the team to move the cube to a nonscored position ?

Answered by Game Design Committee

First, it is important to note that there are multiple types of Game Objects on the Field, and an infinite number of
ways for Robots to interact with these objects. Because of this, it would be impossible to provide a blanket statement
that would encompass all possibilities of Robot interactions that would be defined as "control". Similarly, we will not
be able to provide answers based on snapshots of possible hypothetical interactions.
To help Head Referees make an on-site judgment call based on the context that they observe in a Match, we
recommend the following thought exercises:
If the Robot were to be lifted away, would the Game Object come with the Robot?
If the Floor were to drop out (and the Robot were to remain floating in space), would the Game Object fall with
the Floor, or stay with the Robot?
If the Robot were to slide away from the Game Object, would the object come with the Robot?
Could another Robot interact with the Game Object, without any interference/difficulty from the Robot in
question?
If the Robot were to turn, would the Game Object turn with it?

Balls inside the vertical projection of cube, but cube itself is not normal to floor?
Scoring

The question is raised in www.vexforum.com/t/squared-away-balls-underneath-the-cube-when-not-normal/62576 .

Answered by Game Design Committee

First, in the future, please post questions inside of the Q&A system directly, rather than linking to a forum post. If the
VEX Forum were to change URLs, or the forum post were to be modified, or a school filter were to block community
forums but not RobotEvents, that could make this question hard for future users to access.
We have re-hosted the image in the linked post here for reference: i.imgur.com/35k6I2D.jpg
The definition of Scored is as follows:

Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a
Robot.
1. A Ball is Scored inside of a Cube if it meets the following criteria:
a. The Ball is at least partially within the three-dimensional volume defined by the outer edges of the
Cube’s structure.
b. The Ball is not contacting the Floor “outside” of the Cube. The portion of the Floor which is “outside”
of the Cube is roughly defined as a vertical projection of the Cube onto the Floor beneath the Cube,
regardless of the Cube’s orientation.
Based on the photo provided, all three Balls in the photo appear to satisfy part "a".
Regarding part "b", the key thing to determine is whether or not the Balls are contained within the "vertical projection
of the Cube onto the Floor beneath the Cube". The phrase "vertical projection" is intended to mean a truly vertical
(i.e. perpendicular to the Floor) projection of the Cube. This is what the second part of that sentence is referring to
("regardless of the Cube's orientation").
One "rule of thumb" interpretation would be to imagine a bright light shining directly down on to the Cube; the
shadow created by the Cube on to the Floor would theoretically define this intended "vertical projection". Any contact
with the Floor outside of this shadow would be considered "outside of the Cube", within the context of part "b".
Therefore, based on the photo provided, it does appear that all three Balls in the photo are contacting the Floor
within this vertical projection, and thus part "b" is satisfied.
Therefore, all three Balls would be considered Scored "inside the Cube", for one (1) point apiece.
Please remember to utilize the "blue box" that is also included in this definition. In "too close to call" scenarios, the
benefit of the doubt should almost always be given to the Teams.
Teams may encounter other Ball/Cube states than the examples depicted in the figures below. In
these cases, as long as Ball satisfies criteria “a” and does not clearly violate criteria “b”, then the Ball
should generally be considered Scored inside of a Cube. Teams will be given the “benefit of the doubt”
in these judgment calls, as Head Referees will not be expected or required to define a perfectly rigid
imaginary vertical projection or check minute measurements.

Green cube touching ACTUAL floor
Scoring

d. A Cube is Scored on a Platform if it meets the following criteria: i. The Cube is contacting the Platform
(including its supporting structures). ii. The Cube is not contacting the Floor. iii. The Cube is not contacting
the Field Perimeter. iv. The Cube matches the color of the Platform (i.e. is a green Cube). Note: A
maximum of one (1) Cube may count for points per Platform.
When the IQ field is placed on the floor, it is possible that a green cube would be hanging off of a low platform and resting
on the floor of the room, as opposed to the floor of the playing field.
Should a cube be scored on a platform if it meets all of the above criteria but it is touching the floor of the room?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for including the relevant definition/rule in your question.
Should a cube be scored on a platform if it meets all of the above criteria but it is touching the floor of
the room?

Yes, this would be considered Scored.

Ball on and in.... points?
Scoring

A ball is placed in a square, which is then lifted and placed on top of the second square with the crossbar furthest away
from the floor.
Does the ball count as 3 points? 2 for being on top of one square and 1 for being in the other square? The rules talk
about being both inside and on A square, but this involves 2 squares....
While this is unlikely to happen, it is a question that came up from our students.

Answered by Game Design Committee

From the definition of Scored in the Game Manual:
Note: If a Ball meets the criteria for both “inside” and “on top of” a Cube (i.e. criteria 1 and 2), then it
counts as being on top of a Cube (i.e. criteria 2).
This note does not provide any restrictions that the criteria must apply to a single Cube; it only refers to a Ball which
is considered Scored in/on any Cube.
In your example, the Ball would meet the criteria for being both "inside" and "on top of" a Cube, regardless of the fact
that the criteria apply to separate Cubes. Therefore, it would be considered "on top of a Cube", and count for 2
points.

Do the orange pins count as part of the floor?
Scoring

The definition of scored for a green cube states:
d. A Cube is Scored on a Platform if it meets the following criteria: i. The Cube is contacting the Platform
(including its supporting structures). ii. The Cube is not contacting the Floor. iii. The Cube is not contacting
the Field Perimeter. iv. The Cube matches the color of the Platform (i.e. is a green Cube). Note: A
maximum of one (1) Cube may count for points per Platform.
The definition of Floor is:
The interior part of the playing field that is within the field perimeter.
If a cube meets all the criteria of d. but is supported by the orange ball-retaining pins on the floor, is it scored?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for quoting the relevant rules from the Game Manual.
The orange pins are not considered part of the Floor. For the purposes of this question, the definition of Floor can be
interpreted as "the white & black plastic field tiles".
Provided that all other criteria from the definition of Scored are met, then yes, a Cube which is contacting the orange
pins without contacting the Floor would be considered Scored.

Dimensions
Scoring

I have seen one team in practice on Youtube place the robot in the starting area but overhang the
thanks!

Answered by Game Design Committee

As a reminder, please be sure to review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically points 3 ("Quote the applicable rule
from the latest version of the manual in your question") and 5 ("Use specific and appropriate question titles").
It looks like your question pertains to rule G4 and the Starting Position.
Rule G4 states the following, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<G4> Pre-match setup. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must meet the following criteria:
a. Only be contacting the Floor and/or Field Perimeter.
b. Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area, bounded by the Starting Position.
c. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
The Starting Position is defined as follows, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
Starting Position - The two (2) designated 11” x 19” (279mm x 482.6mm) spots on the field where
Robots must start the Match. Starting Positions are bounded by the inner edges of the long black lines,
outer edge of the short black line, and the inner edge of the field perimeter. See Figure 2 for more
details.
Therefore, no, Robots are not permitted to start the match over the field perimeter wall.

Balls Supported By Field Perimeter
Scoring

Would balls that are supported by the field perimeter be considered scored?
The definition of scored in the game manual states:
Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a Robot.
a. A Ball is Scored inside of a Cube if it meets the following criteria:
i. The Ball is at least partially within the three-dimensional volume defined by the outer edges of the Cube’s
structure.
ii. The Ball is not contacting the Floor “outside” of the Cube. The portion of the Floor which is “outside” of the Cube
is roughly defined as a vertical projection of the Cube onto the Floor beneath the Cube, regardless of the Cube’s
orientation.
Therefore would this be considered scored according to the definition. i.imgur.com/uUQzYhM.jpg
This makes it very difficult for our referees to check each ball in the corner, especially when multiple balls are supported
in this way and direct vision is obstructed. How should referees go about checking for scored balls in this position when
they cannot directly see the balls. Should referees move move other balls or objects so they can see clearly? If so, what
are the best practices for doing this?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Based on the image you have provided, the Ball appears to:
i) Clearly be partially within the three-dimensional volume defined by the outer edges of the Cube's structure.
ii) Clearly be not contacting the Floor "outside" of the Cube.
Therefore, it should be considered Scored inside of a Cube. The Field Perimeter has no bearing on the two criteria
listed in the Game Manual.
How should referees go about checking for scored balls in this position when they cannot directly see
the balls. Should referees move move other balls or objects so they can see clearly? If so, what are
the best practices for doing this?
The definition of Scored goes on beyond what you have quoted to state the following:
Teams may encounter other Ball/Cube states than the examples depicted in the figures below. In
these cases, as long as Ball satisfies criteria “a” and does not clearly violate criteria “b”, then the Ball
should generally be considered Scored inside of a Cube. Teams will be given the “benefit of the doubt”
in these judgment calls, as Head Referees will not be expected or required to define a perfectly rigid
imaginary vertical projection or check minute measurements.
In a case where a given Ball is "too close to call" or otherwise obscured, then Head Referees should give the "benefit
of the doubt" to the Teams and consider the Ball to be Scored inside of the Cube.

Cube touching robot at end of match
Scoring

The definition of "scored" states: Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is
not touching a Robot.
So I think it's clear that if the robot is touching a red or blue cube in a scoring zone, or touching a green cube on a
platform, then that cube should not be scored. I think it's also clear that if a ball is touching the robot then the ball does
not score.
What about the following situations:
1. There is a ball in or on a cube that is in a scoring zone, the robot is touching the cube, but not touching the ball.
The cube does not score, but does the ball score?
2. There is a ball in or on a cube that is not in a scoring zone, the robot is touching the cube, but not touching the
ball. The cube is not in a scoring zone so doesn't score, but does the ball score?
Our interpretation has been that if the robot is touching a Game Object that object is treated as though it is removed from
play (or doesn't exist). In that case, any balls in or on the cube would not score in either situation.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Our interpretation has been that if the robot is touching a Game Object that object is treated as though
it is removed from play (or doesn't exist).
This is not correct. Robot contact with Game Objects in VIQC is only used for determining "Scored" eligibility of that
Game Object.
With this in mind, there is no requirement that a Cube is Scored, or that a Robot is not contacting a Cube, in order for
a Ball to be considered Scored. Therefore, the Ball would be considered Scored in both of your scenarios.

Scored Ball while robot still touches cube
Scoring

Should a ball be scored even if the robot is still contacting the cube that is being used to score the ball? Does the robotics
contact with the cube cancel the scored balls???
Example 1: Ball is scored inside a cube but the robot is still touching/lifting the cube at the end of the match. Example 2:
Ball is scored on top of a cube but the robot is still touch/lifting the cube at the end of the match
Our interpretation is that the touch of one game element does not transfer to another so the balls in both examples would
be scored for 1 and 2 points respectively.
Game Manual Definition: Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not
touching a Robot

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please see this similar Q&A, which we believe answers your question. If it does not, please feel free to rephrase and
re-submit.

Scoring Clarification
Scoring

At a recent tournament that my team and I have attended I had a few questions because of some scoring things that
happened.

To describe the picture is that a cube is scored on the platform and the orange ball is underneath it. The head referee
says that this is worth a green cube on the platform as well as a ball inside because it is within the vertical projection of
the cube.
Just would like some clarification on this because I would like to know if this is all legal.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of
the manual in your question." Often, you'll find that by quoting the rule, you'll answer your own question!
The definition of Scored states the following regarding a Ball inside of a Cube:
a. A Ball is Scored inside of a Cube if it meets the following criteria:

i. The Ball is at least partially within the three-dimensional volume defined by the outer edges of the
Cube’s structure.
ii. The Ball is not contacting the Floor “outside” of the Cube. The portion of the Floor which is “outside”
of the Cube is roughly defined as a vertical projection of the Cube onto the Floor beneath the Cube,
regardless of the Cube’s orientation.
In order to be Scored inside of a Cube, both of these criteria must be met. You are correct that the second criteria is
being met due to the vertical projection of the Cube.
However, based on the photo you have provided, it appears that the first criteria is not being met. The Ball is not at
least partially with the three-dimensional volume of the Cube.
Therefore, this Ball would not be considered Scored.

Robot touching cube but not the ball inside
Scoring

If a ball is legally inside a cube and/or on top of a cube and a robot is NOT touching the scoring object -- THE BALL, but
the robot is touching the cube, (part of the scoring criteria), does the ball still get the point? The rules do not address this
scenerio:
Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a Robot

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please see this similar Q&A, which we believe answers your question. If it does not, please feel free to rephrase and
re-submit.

Ball in Cube, but cube is elevated by wall
Scoring

If a ball is inside a cube but the cube is angled from the floor because part of the cube is on the wall, does the ball still
score? This is not specifically addressed in the rules:
a. A Ball is Scored inside of a Cube if it meets the following criteria:
i. The Ball is at least partially within the three-dimensional volume defined by the outer edges of the Cube’s structure.
ii. The Ball is not contacting the Floor “outside” of the Cube. The portion of the Floor which is “outside” of the Cube is
roughly defined as a vertical projection of the Cube onto the Floor beneath the Cube, regardless of the Cube’s orientation.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please see this similar Q&A, which appears to answer your question. A Game Manual Update following this question
also added Figure 8, which depicts this scenario and provides additional confirmation. If these do not provide a
sufficient answer, please feel free to re-phrase and re-submit.
It would not be feasible to depict every possible Ball / Cube orientation in the Game Manual. So, in addition to the
overarching criteria that you quoted which should be able apply to most situations, the Game Manual also provides
the following "benefit of the doubt" guidance to Head Referees when an extreme circumstance does arise:
Teams may encounter other Ball/Cube states than the examples depicted in the figures below. In
these cases, as long as Ball satisfies criteria “a” and does not clearly violate criteria “b”, then the Ball
should generally be considered Scored inside of a Cube. Teams will be given the “benefit of the doubt”
in these judgment calls, as Head Referees will not be expected or required to define a perfectly rigid
imaginary vertical projection or check minute measurements.

Cube touching score zone, but also on wall
Scoring

If a blue or red cube is in contact with the appropriate color Corner Goal, but is also leaning on a wall, does it count as
scored? The rule is not specific on this scenerio:
c. A Cube is Scored in a Corner Goal if any part of it is contacting a Corner Goal of the same color as the Cube. See the
definition of Corner Goal for specific details.
Corner Goal – One of the four 6” square goals located in the corners of the Floor that are used to Score Cubes. The
inside edges of the black lines surrounding the Corner Goal mark the outer edges of the goal. The Corner Goal is defined
as this portion of the Floor, not the 3-dimensional volume above it. The field perimeter and black lines are not considered
part of the Corner Goal.

Answered by Game Design Committee

As you quoted, the only criteria that should be used when determining whether a Cube is considered Scored or not
is whether any part of it is contacting a Corner Goal.
In the photo you have provided, the bottom edge of the Cube does appear to be contacting the Corner Goal.
Therefore, it would be considered Scored.

Green cube on platform also resting on a cube outside the Field
Scoring

If a green cube is resting on a platform, but is also supported by a cube that fell outside the playing field, would the green
cube score? The cube meets all the criteria to score:
d. A Cube is Scored on a Platform if it meets the following criteria: i. The Cube is contacting the Platform (including its
supporting structures). ii. The Cube is not contacting the Floor. iii. The Cube is not contacting the Field Perimeter. iv. The
Cube matches the color of the Platform (i.e. is a green Cube). Note: A maximum of one (1) Cube may count for points per
Platform.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for including the relevant rule in your question. When determining if a Game Object is Scored, the stated
criteria in the Game Manual are the only things that should be used to make a decision. If all criteria are met, then it
is should be considered Scored as applicable.
In your example, the Cube meets all of the criteria for being Scored. Therefore, it would be considered Scored.

Can robots retrieve objects that fall outside the playing field
Scoring

Can an object that leaves the field be retrieved by a ROBOT and used to score. This is especially critical for teams when
a cube falls very close to the perimeter on the outside and the robot can grab it and bring it back into the field within
seconds. Do we allow this or stop the attempt and remove the object (cube) from play the instant it is outside the field as
defined in <G10>?
<G10> Keep Game Objects in the Field. Game Objects that leave the Field during a Match will not be returned. “Leaving
the Field” means that a Game Object is outside of the vertical projection of the Field Perimeter and no longer in contact
with the Field, Field Elements, other Game Objects, or Robots.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Thank you for quoting the relevant rule. As stated in G10, Game Objects that leave the Field must not be returned.
Therefore, once an object is "outside of the vertical projection of the Field Perimeter and no longer in contact with the
Field, Field Elements, other Game Objects, or Robots", then it is now considered "out of the Field" and ineligible for
gameplay.
Typically, this rule is used to refer to human hands returning the Game Objects to the field, but using Robots instead
of hands would also be considered a violation of G10.

Broken cube scored on a platform
Scoring

If a part of a green Cube breaks off during a match, can the Cube placed on the platform be considered "scored"? I am
specifically considering a scenario where part of the cube breaks off and falls to the floor within the field perimeter. What
remains of the cube is successfully placed on the platform. Is the part of the cube that has become detached considered
as "contacting the floor"?
From the definition of "Scored" d. A Cube is Scored on a Platform if it meets the following criteria: i. The Cube is
contacting the Platform (including its supporting structures). ii. The Cube is not contacting the Floor. iii. The Cube is not
contacting the Field Perimeter. iv. The Cube matches the color of the Platform (i.e. is a green Cube). Note: A maximum of
one (1) Cube may count for points per Platform

Answered by Game Design Committee

In the specific scenario you have described (e.g. one VEX IQ beam detached from a Cube), we would advise the
Head Referee to give Teams the "benefit of the doubt" and consider the Cube to be Scored. However, this is not a
blanket ruling, and will ultimately be at the Head Referee's discretion; if a Cube has completely broken in half, then it
should not be considered Scored.
To minimize the possibility of difficult judgment calls, Head Referees are advised to check any VEX IQ part
connections between matches, as noted in the associated Referee Training video. Teams should also bear in mind
rule G13:
<G13> Don’t damage the Field or Game Objects. Robots may not grasp, grapple, or attach to any
Field Elements, including the Platforms. Strategies with mechanisms that react against multiple sides
of a Field Element in an effort to latch or clamp onto said Field Element are prohibited.
While Robots are permitted to grasp, grapple, or attach to Game Objects, Robots which cause
damage to Game Objects would be considered in violation of this rule and/or <S1>.
The intent of this rule is to prevent Robots from unintentionally damaging the Field or Game Objects.
Minor violations of this rule that do not affect the Match will result in a warning. Score affecting
offenses will result in a Disqualification. Teams that receive multiple warnings may also receive a
Disqualification at the Head Referee’s discretion.

Robot Touching Cube on Platform
Scoring

If a robot is touching a green cube on the platform is it still considered scored? (ex. if the robot was moved away, the
cube would be unaffected).
If a robot is supporting a green cube on the platform is it still considered scored? (ex. if the robot was moved away, the
cube would fall off OR the cube would swing low enough to contact the field perimeter).
A Cube is Scored on a Platform if it meets the following criteria: i. The Cube is contacting the Platform
(including its supporting structures). ii. The Cube is not contacting the Floor. iii. The Cube is not contacting
the Field Perimeter. iv. The Cube matches the color of the Platform (i.e. is a green Cube). Note: A
maximum of one (1) Cube may count for points per Platform.
I believe both situations are considered scored.

Answered by Game Design Committee

The portion of the Game Manual that you have quoted is one of the individual conditions found underneath the
definition of Scored. The full definition begins with the following:
Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a
Robot.
The requirement for a Game Object to not be touching a Robot applies to all Scoring conditions. Therefore, neither
of the situations you have listed would be considered Scored.

Blue/Red Cube Scoring Clarification
Scoring

Reviewing the game manual in preparation for Worlds, we have a scoring situation we need to clarify. The cross on 'top'
of the cube is touching the floor of the field, but only the black border of the corner goal, even though the cube appears to
be within the corner goal. Would this score or not?
Also, at our recent state event, a REC Emcee told us to take off the corner goal colored piece #026 2 x 12 and hold it
parallel to corner goal and swipe it within the scoring zone ... said if the piece touches the cube then it is scored. Please
clarify this as well.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of
the manual in your question", and point 4, "Make a separate post for each question".
The definitions of Scored and Corner Goal read as follows, with some portions bolded for emphasis:

Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a
Robot.
A Cube is Scored in a Corner Goal if any part of it is contacting a Corner Goal of the same color as
the Cube. See the definition of Corner Goal for specific details.
Corner Goal – One of the four 6” square goals located in the corners of the Floor that are used to
Score Cubes. The inside edges of the black lines surrounding the Corner Goal mark the outer edges
of the goal. The Corner Goal is defined as this portion of the Floor, not the 3-dimensional
volume above it. The field perimeter and black lines are not considered part of the Corner Goal.
The Cube in the photo you have attached appears to be only contacting the black lines surrounding the Corner Goal,
not the Corner Goal itself. Therefore, it would not be considered Scored.
Also, at our recent state event, a REC Emcee told us to take off the corner goal colored piece #026 2 x
12 and hold it parallel to corner goal and swipe it within the scoring zone ... said if the piece touches
the cube then it is scored. Please clarify this as well.
We are not sure how to visualize the test you are describing. As quoted above, the primary concern when
determining whether a Cube is Scored is to check if the Cube is contacting the Corner Goal. Visual checks or "paper
tests" (attempting to slide a piece of paper under the Cube to see where it contacts the Floor) are usually all that is
necessary.

problems with VEX IQ controller

Has anyone else had problems with the top light on the VEX IQ controller holding a steady red? I have tried turning it
off/on, downloading firmware, and several other things but can't seem to solve the problem. The controller will drive the
robot while plugged in with the tether cable but when disconnected, it won't drive anymore. Often the message on the
brain says the remote radio needs to be updated but I don't know any way to do that other than updating the firmware
and that hasn't taken care of the problem.

Answered by Game Design Committee

In the future, please review the Official Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically the first Note:
Note 1: The Q&A system is for rules clarifications only.
For VEX technical support, contact support@vex.com or sales@vex.com.

Spray painting license plates

Is it legal to spray paint the license plates a team color? It seems that that would be a non-functional decoration???

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of
the manual in your question."
License Plates are governed by rule R3, quoted below with a portion bolded for emphasis:

<R3> Only registered Teams may compete in the VEX IQ Challenge. To participate in an official VEX
IQ Challenge Event, a Team must first register on robotevents.com. Upon registering they will receive
their VEX IQ Challenge Team Number and two (2) VEX IQ Challenge License Plates. Every Robot
should have their VEX IQ Challenge License Plates displayed on two opposing sides with their VEX IQ
Challenge Team Number clearly written or printed upon it.
a. **License Plates must fulfill all Robot rules. **
b. License Plates must be clearly visible at all times. For example, License Plates must not be in a
position that would be easily obstructed by a Robot mechanism during standard Match play.
Paint is covered in another Robot rule, R8. So, per R3a, this rule applies to License Plates as well. R8 is quoted
below, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<R8> Some non-VEX items are permitted. Robots are allowed to use the following additional “nonVEX IQ” components:
a. Appropriate non-functional decorations, provided that these do not affect the Robot performance in
any significant way or affect the outcome of the Match. These decorations must be in the spirit of the
event. Inspectors will have the final say in what is considered “non-functional”.
i. Any decorations must be backed by legal materials that provide the same functionality (i.e. if your
Robot has a giant decal that prevents Game Objects from falling out of the Robot, the decal must be
backed by VEX IQ material that also prevents the Game Objects from falling out).
ii. The use of non-toxic paint is considered a legal non-functional decoration. However, any paint
being used as an adhesive or to impact how tightly parts fit together would be classified as functional.
Therefore, as long as no other rules are violated (such as R3b), painting License Plates would be legal.

Vexcode IQ Blocks on Chromebook

We have tried everything, and cannot get the Vexcode IQ Blocks to see our brain. When we click on "brain", it says "No
Brain Connected". Firmware is updated. There isn't really a tutorial for troubleshooting this. What are we missing?
We like the Vexcode IQ Blocks program - it's going to be so much better for us than Modkit if we can get it to recognize
our brain.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Per the Q&A Usage Guidelines, this Q&A system is intended for VIQC game rule clarifications only. We recommend
reaching out to the VEX technical support team at support@vex.com for troubleshooting assistance.

Strengthening Field Elements

May an EP minimally modify field elements to improve strength? For example, the platform hook attaches with two pins.
May we add a third pin between the two?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Yes, this would be permitted.
In general, modifications that do not affect gameplay or Robot interaction, such as additional pins that do not
protrude outside of the specified structure, are fine. An example of a modification that would not be permissible
would be to add extra beams that change overall dimensions in height, length, width and/or thickness of the
Platforms. However, if considering a possible modification, we would always advise EP's to post an official Q&A for
confirmation.
On a related note, the VIQC Field Appendix includes the following advice for Teams:
Field components may vary slightly from event to event. This is to be expected; teams will need to
adapt accordingly. It is good design practice to create mechanisms capable of accommodating
variances in the field and game pieces.

Plastic Shafts

I understand the metal shafts can be cut to a custom size. Can the plastic shafts be cut to a custom size?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the
latest version of the manual in your question." Often, you'll find that by quoting the rule, you'll answer your own
question.
All part modifications are governed by rule R3, quoted below with a portion bolded for emphasis:

<R13> Parts may NOT be modified.
a. Examples of modifications include, but are not limited to, bending, cutting, sanding, gluing, or
melting.
b. Cutting metal VEX IQ or VEX EDR shafts to custom lengths is permitted. This is the only legal
exception to this rule.
Therefore, no, cutting plastic shafts is not a legal exception to R13.

Rope?

I hope I'm asking this in the correct place... Can you use rope for VEX IQ Squared Away, part # 228-2500-436 20x pitch
rope ? I can’t find that part number on their site to purchase. Could we use a similar rope if they don’t sell it anymore?
Thank you.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the VIQC Squared Away Legal Parts Appendix, found on this page. The part number you have listed
is found in this appendix; therefore, it is legal.

Using controller during Programming Skills Challenge

Instead of pushing a button on the robot brain or touch LED sensor, a team member would like to press a button on the
controller to cycle to the next portion of the programming skills run. We’ve combed through the RSC rules, and cannot
find anything that disallows use of a controller during the Programming Challenge. We have found this, in <RSC6>:
Drivers must start a Robot’s Programming Skills Match routine by pressing a button on the Robot Brain or manually
activating a sensor.
Could the VIQC controller count as a sensor?

Answered by Game Design Committee

No, this is not legal.

Points

What is the highest scoring round for VEX IQ Squared Away during a competition?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines. The scope of the Q&A system is solely to be a source for official Game
Manual clarifications. For questions such as this, which do not pertain to a specific rule, we would recommend
visiting the community VEX Forum where you can open a discussion with other teams from around the world.

Changing Battery during match

A coach has asked me if teams can change their (failing, not fully charging) battery packs in the middle of an autonomous
match as part of legally picking up and resetting their robot.

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules preventing this, thus it is legal.

Definition of 'being controlled' in RSC5

I act as a referee in Scotland. My question is about RSC5. This question will become important if teams exploit strategic
replacement of game objects.
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills Match.
b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the Robot and gently
placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
Question: what is the definition of 'being controlled' and 'while being handled' in this context? If a game object is clasped
and lifted off the floor, it is clearly 'being controlled', but what about:
*touching a game object, on the floor
*being entangled in a game object
*having a robot arm pushed through a cube, but without touching it
There is no explicit requirement for the robot to be at rest before being handled, so there is a need to define when all
these apply. If the act of lifting the robot to reset it leaves the game object behind on the floor, was the robot controlling
the game object while being handled?; and, specifically, is the team allowed to stratgically replace the game object?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Question: what is the definition of 'being controlled' and 'while being handled' in this context?
We cannot provide a strict definition for "controlled" that would apply to all possible Robot interactions. That said, the
following thought experiment can be used as a general guideline: if, upon lifting the Robot for a reset, the Game
Object is left behind on the Floor, then it would not have qualified as "controlled".

Robot Changes After Check-In

My team wants to do an Omni-Drive for Driver Challenge. However, omni wheels have given us issue come Autonomous
Challenge.
Can they check-in with an Omni-Drive, and then when they go to Autonomous they swap out the drive omni-wheels for
rubber wheels and completely take out the strafe omni-wheel in the center of the bot? (Gotta take the strafe wheel out
because omni wheels are larger diameter than rubber wheels)
Nothing else on the bot changes.

Is this an acceptable modification post check-in?
This may become an issue at our state qualifier, so I would like an official ruling on this.
Thanks for the help!!!

Answered by Game Design Committee

Rule R2 is quoted below for reference, with some portions bolded for emphasis.
<R2> One Robot per Team. Only one (1) Robot will be allowed to participate per Team in the VEX IQ
Challenge. Though it is expected that Teams will make changes to their Robot at the event, a Team is
limited to only one (1) Robot, and a given Robot may only be used by (1) Team. The VEX IQ system is
intended to be a mobile robotics design platform. As such, a VEX IQ Challenge Robot, for the
purposes of the VEX IQ Challenge, has the following subsystems:
Subsystem 1: Mobile robotic base including wheels, tracks, or any other mechanism that
allows the Robot to navigate the majority of the flat playing Field surface. For a stationary Robot,
the robotic base without wheels would be considered Subsystem 1.
Subsystem 2: Power and control system that includes a VEX IQ legal battery, a VEX IQ control
system, and associated Smart Motors for the mobile robotic base.
Subsystem 3: Additional mechanisms (and associated Smart Motors) that allow manipulation of Game
Objects or navigation of Field obstacles.
Given the above definitions, a minimum Robot for use in any VEX IQ Challenge event (including Robot
Skills Challenges) must consist of subsystem 1 and 2 above. Thus, if you are swapping out an
entire subsystem of either item 1 or 2, you have now created a second Robot and are no longer
legal.
Because you are swapping all wheels for a functionally different drive system, this would be considered a complete
swap of Subsystem 1, and would therefore not be legal.

Multiple Color Sensors

Can teams use more than one VEX IQ Color Sensor on their robot?

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules preventing this, thus it is legal.

interference by referee/judge

What do the rules say if a referee/judge touches a robot during the competition and he/she causes a part to fall off?

Answered by Game Design Committee

The Game Manual does not have any consideration for this (hopefully) unlikely scenario. We would advise replaying
the Match in order to give the Teams a fair opportunity to set a score.

Autonomous part of Robot Skills

My school is partnered with another school and we are new event partners for a VEX IQ League. At our last competition
date we will have the Autonomous part of the Robot Skills competition. It is my understanding that during the 60 seconds
teams may execute a program and return the robot to a starting point to execute the program again or run a different
program. Teams in our League are asking if the field can be reset or does the field stay as it is while the 60 seconds ticks
down?
Thank you!!

Answered by Game Design Committee

No, Game Objects may not be reset during a Robot Skills Challenge Match.

Clarification on 'Driver Controlx

The Game Manual defines Driver Controlled as "A Robot operating under the control of a Driver". Does this mean a
driver can execute a program via the controller to score points autonomously? Or does this mean the driver must
manually control the robot exclusively? Or are both of these conditions allowed so long as the Driver is initiated either
manual or autonomous operation?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Yes, this is legal.
As long as a robot is receiving input from the VEX IQ Controller, the Robot is considered under "Driver Control".
What a team decides to do with that input is entirely their choice. For example, some Teams may choose to:
Move a motor until the input is released, or for a pre-defined amount of time
Set a mechanism to a predefined position, involving synchronized movement of multiple motors at once
Move a motor until a sensor has been triggered
Execute a set of sequential motor movements, some of which respond to sensor values
These are all forms of automation that can be a valuable way to introduce Students to programming concepts.

Starting Position Question

If a robot has a raised arm that is not touching any part of the field - is it legal for the raised arm to extend outside the
infinite vertical projection of the boundaries of the starting position box at the start of the match - as long as all elements
of the robot that contact the field are within the starting position box?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the
latest version of the manual in your question.".
G4 reads as follows:

<G4> Pre-match setup. At the beginning of a Match, each Robot must meet the following criteria:
a. Only be contacting the Floor and/or Field Perimeter.
b. Fit within an 11” x 19” (279.4mm x 482.6mm) area, bounded by the Starting Position.
c. Be no taller than 15” from the Floor.
The Starting Position is defined as follows:
Starting Position - The two (2) designated 11” x 19” (279mm x 482.6mm) spots on the field where
Robots must start the Match. Starting Positions are bounded by the inner edges of the long black lines,
outer edge of the short black line, and the inner edge of the field perimeter. See Figure 2 for more
details.
The Starting Position bounds are intended to extend vertically upwards; this is partially why the official VIQC Sizing
Tool utilizes a mock Starting Position of Field tiles, instead of being just a "box".
Therefore, this would not be legal.

Is there a limit to balls in a cube

it had come up a a few events that people say that only 4 balls can count as scored inside a cube. I have searched the
rules and have not seen mention of this. is this ruling accurate?

Answered by Game Design Committee

No, there is no limit to the number of Balls that can be Scored "inside" a Cube, provided that all Balls meet the
definition of "Scored"
a. A Ball is Scored inside of a Cube if it meets the following criteria:
i. The Ball is at least partially within the three-dimensional volume defined by the outer edges of the
Cube’s structure.
ii. The Ball is not contacting the Floor “outside” of the Cube. The portion of the Floor which is “outside”
of the Cube is roughly defined as a vertical projection of the Cube onto the Floor beneath the Cube,
regardless of the Cube’s orientation.

Autonomous use during Teamwork Challenge

Are autonomous programs allowed during Teamwork Challenge matches? Basically, a team programs a subroutine into
the controller to be used during the match for a certain action. When the subroutine is completed, the driver continues
driving the robot until the match ends. I believe this is legal as it was in previous years, although I just wanted to check.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please see this similar Q&A post, which we believe answers your question. If it does not, please feel free to rephrase
and re-submit.

Adding weight to a robot

Is it okay to use old vex batteries (from cortex model) to add weight only (no power) to the robot?
thanks Molly

Answered by Game Design Committee

Rule R8 is partially quoted below, with a portion bolded for emphasis:
<R8> Some non-VEX items are permitted. Robots are allowed to use the following additional “nonVEX IQ” components: a. Appropriate non-functional decorations, provided that these do not affect
the Robot performance in any significant way or affect the outcome of the Match.
The weight/counterbalance provided in this case would be considered "functional", and would not be legal.

Cube Scored on a platform

Is a cube considered scored if it is touching the OUTSIDE field perimeter. I cannot find an official definition for field
perimeter.In a separate topic there was a question as to weather a cube is score if it is in contact with the floor outside of
the field but not the floor inside and it was considered scored. Is the perimeter the top and inside edges? And if so would
a cube be scored if held up by the platform and and NOT supported by the top and inner edges of the perimeter but
merely in contact with the outer wall of the perimeter? Thanks!

Answered by Game Design Committee

The relevant definition states the following:
Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a
Robot.
d. A Cube is Scored on a Platform if it meets the following criteria:
i. The Cube is contacting the Platform (including its supporting structures).
ii. The Cube is not contacting the Floor.
iii. The Cube is not contacting the Field Perimeter.
iv. The Cube matches the color of the Platform (i.e. is a green Cube).
The "Field Perimeter" refers to the VEX IQ Field Perimeter wall and corner pieces.
And if so would a cube be scored if held up by the platform and and NOT supported by the top and
inner edges of the perimeter but merely in contact with the outer wall of the perimeter?
This would be considered "contacting the Field Perimeter", and would therefore not be considered Scored.

Swapping Out Subsystem 3

This is in reference to rule R2. My team is questioning how R2 is being interpreted with respect to subsystem 3. They
have discussed amongst themselves what on their robot qualifies as subsystems 1, 2, and 3. As a result, they have
concluded that the mechanism in question is classified as subsystem 3 (as states in the game manual, "Additional
mechanisms (and associated Smart Motors) that allow manipulation of Game Objects or navigation of Field obstacles").
This mechanism is used to intake balls and place on top of cubes. They would like to replace this mechanism with one
that is able to carry a cube.
The question: Can they swap out subsystem 3 throughout a competition? Meaning, can they use one mechanism for the
robot skills challenge, go back to the pits, and swap out that mechanism for the other for their qualification match? Both
configurations of the robot would need to be inspected (before the competition starts) in order to ensure legality.
Thank you!

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please see this similar Q&A post, which we believe answers your question. If it does not, please feel free to rephrase
and re-submit.
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/499

Autonomous Starting Position - Cube considered in Starting Position even though Robot not
starting in that position

The rules state a cube can be picked up and moved out of a starting position by the “driver” but it does not indicate
whether the cube has to be in the starting position that the “driver” is trying to place the robot into or does it mean you can
move the cube if it is occupying any of the two starting positions?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of
the manual in your question.".
Although the question does not explicitly state it, the title reads "Autonomous Starting Position", so we are assuming
that you are referring to a Programming Skills Match. In that case, this would be governed by rule RSC5, quoted
below with a portion bolded for emphasis.
<RSC5> A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills
Match.
a. Upon handling the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position.
i. Driver may reset or adjust the Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the
Robot Brain or activating sensors.
b. Any Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the
Robot and gently placed in a non-Scored position by the Team.
c. Any Game Object in the Starting Position may be moved out of the Starting Position and
gently placed into a non-Scored position by the Team.
d. During a Programming Skills Match, Drivers may move freely around the Field, and are not
restricted to the Driver Station when not handling their Robot.

i. An intent of this exception is to permit Drivers who wish to “stage” Robot handling during a
Programming Skills Match to do so without excessive running back and forth to the Driver Station.
Note: This rule only applies to Programming Skills Matches. Driving Skills Matches are still governed
by <G17>, especially for strategic violations.
Part C is intended to refer to the Starting Position that the Robot is being brought back to. Cubes in the other Starting
Position would not be included in this exception.

Is it legal while Programming to place cube in a specific non scored position?

Is it legal to place a cube that your robot grabbed when you handle your robot to put in the other starting position and
place the cube on the top of the another cube which is in a non-Scored position. And then the robot is programmed to
later knock off the cube into a scored position. Or to be able for the robot to be programed to carry two cubes stacked on
top of each other. Is this legal?
RSC5 - A Team may handle their Robot as many times as desired during a Programming Skills Match. a. Upon handling
the Robot, it must be immediately brought back to any legal Starting Position. (see definition below) i. Driver may reset or
adjust the Robot as desired from this position, including pressing buttons on the Robot Brain or activating sensors. b. Any
Game Objects being controlled by the Robot while being handled must be removed from the Robot and gently placed in a
non-Scored position by the Team.

Answered by Game Design Committee

There are no rules prohibiting this, thus it is legal.

Can you load cubes/balls into the robot during skills match?

RSC5 states that you can move Cubes to non-scored positions throughout the match. Because cubes held by the robot
are not scored, when you reset your robot are you allowed to start with the robot holding the cube?

Answered by Game Design Committee

We believe this is the same question as point 5 in the following similar Q&A:
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/434
If this is not the case, please feel free to rephrase and re-submit.

Drivers Skills Challenge- drivers

Is the drivers skills challange 1 or 2 drivers?
we have been to events that state the rule book says "a driver controlled match" meaning 1 driver.
another event qouted another portion of the manual that referred to matches in general and they said that encompasses
driver skills matches, and clearly states 2 drivers.

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please see rule RSC1:
<RSC1> All rules, scoring, and field layouts from previous sections apply to the Skills Matches, unless
otherwise specified.
There are no RSC rules that specify a number of Drivers for Driving Skills Matches. Therefore, rules G6 and G7
would apply, and are partially quoted below for reference:
<G6> Two Drivers per Team. Each Team shall include two Drivers. No Driver may fulfill this role for
more than one Team at any given event, or in a given season. Teams with only one Student in
attendance at an event are granted an allowance to use another qualified Driver from the event. That
Driver may now only drive for the team the Driver is subsuming in for, for the duration of the event.
<G7> Drivers switch Controllers midway through the Match. In a given Match, no Driver shall operate
a Robot for more than thirty-five (0:35) seconds. The two Drivers must switch their controller between
twenty-five (0:25) seconds and thirty-five (0:35) seconds remaining in the Match. The second Driver
may not touch his/her Team’s controls until the controller is passed to him/her. Once the controller is
passed, the first Driver may no longer touch his/her Team’s controls. Note: If only one Driver is present
(i.e. the Team has not exercised the allowance in <G6>), this rule still applies, and they must cease
Robot operation after thirty-five (0:35) seconds.

Autonomous Rules Clarification

We have a few questions about the rules regarding autonomous:
1.
If we have the robot stack a green cube onto the platform, and the cube falls onto the field, are we allowed to
move the cube off the field? Or do we have to leave the cube where it is?
2.
When using the "loophole", the robot lifts the cube up and once the cube is off the ground or in control by the
robot, a team member immediately takes the cube and places it near the scoring zone. What will happen (in terms
of disqualification, etc.) if he/she accidentally picks up the cube when the robot drops it. Would they just quickly
place the cube back to where it originally was? Or would they get a warning? Or would they get disqualified?
3.
There is a gap where the cube fits perfectly between the wall and another cube. Would it be legal for he/she to
place a cube there? (Shown in the picture down below) Along the process of putting a blue cube in that space (in
between the wall and the red cube), if the blue cube nudges the red cube over a tiny bit, what will be the
consequences for that?
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1. If we have the robot stack a green cube onto the platform, and the cube falls onto the field, are
we allowed to move the cube off the field? Or do we have to leave the cube where it is?
2. When using the "loophole", the robot lifts the cube up and once the cube is off the ground or in
control by the robot, a team member immediately takes the cube and places it near the scoring
zone. What will happen (in terms of disqualification, etc.) if he/she accidentally picks up the
cube when the robot drops it. Would they just quickly place the cube back to where it originally
was? Or would they get a warning? Or would they get disqualified?
Any contact with a Cube that is not being removed from a Robot per G17 would be considered a violation of G9,
quoted below for reference.
<G9> Hands out of the Field. Drivers are prohibited from making intentional contact with any Field
Element, Game Object, or Robot during a Match, except for the allowances in <G17>.
Violations of this rule will result in a warning for minor offenses that do not affect the Match. Score
affecting offenses will result in a Disqualification. Teams who receive multiple warnings may also
receive a Disqualification at the Head Referee’s discretion.
Note: Accidental contact may result in a warning, Disqualification, or Disablement at the Head
Referee’s discretion.
Therefore, this interaction could result in a warning or Disqualification, per the criteria listed in the rule.
3. There is a gap where the cube fits perfectly between the wall and another cube. Would it be
legal for he/she to place a cube there? (Shown in the picture down below) Along the process of
putting a blue cube in that space (in between the wall and the red cube), if the blue cube

nudges the red cube over a tiny bit, what will be the consequences for that?
We believe this is the same question as point 6 in this similar Q&A post. If this is not the case, please feel free to
rephrase and re-submit.
www.robotevents.com/VIQC/2019-2020/QA/434

GREEN CUBE SCORING

IS A GREEN CUBE SCORED IF IT IS ON THE GREEN TOWER BUT ONLY STAY THERE BECAUSE IT IS ALSO
RESTING ON ANOTHER CUBE WHICH IS SITTING ON THE GAME FEILD ?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically point 1, "Read and search the manual before posting", and
point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of the manual in your question."
The definition of Scored reads as follows:
Scored - A Game Object is Scored if it satisfies one of the following conditions, and is not touching a
Robot
A Cube is Scored on a Platform if it meets the following criteria:
i. The Cube is contacting the Platform (including its supporting structures).
ii. The Cube is not contacting the Floor.
iii. The Cube is not contacting the Field Perimeter.
iv. The Cube matches the color of the Platform (i.e. is a green Cube).
Note: A maximum of one (1) Cube may count for points per Platform.
There are no restrictions regarding contact with other Cubes. Therefore, the Cube you describe would be considered
Scored.

Is the ‘loophole’ Student-Centered?

The ‘loophole’ of mention is linked in Q&A 518 as a video youtu.be/IVpE1isiEJw Per REC Foundation Student-Centered
Policy “Due to the competitive nature of these programs, teams may be tempted to prioritize winning over learning”
www.roboticseducation.org/documents/2019/08/student-centered-policy-rec-foundation.pdf/
If the ‘loophole’ is Student-Centered, then should we add it to the curriculum in our classrooms? Fictitious example
of topics in curriculum that includes the ‘loophole’:
1. What is a Loophole? 1a How to find them? 1b How to exploit them? Fictitious example discussion with students:
Look through the game manual for potential loopholes? If you see a potential loophole, share the loophole with
your classmates. If these students agree that the loophole appears ‘legal’ in the manual, then you can use it and if
questioned site <G3>(Use common sense). If there are others that disagree and stressful discussion ensues then
the students will have in their back pocket <G1> (Treat everyone with respect) whereby “a violation of <G1> and
can result in Disqualification ”
The reason for this fictitious example is to ask the Game Design Committee (GDC) to pause as we travel down the
‘loophole’ road and everyone to acknowledge that the manual can be interpreted in a variety of ways.

Therefore we return to the question: Is the ‘loophole’ Student-Centered? As my wife likes to remind me, my opinion does
not matter but rather the GDC is in the driver seat. The students are in the passenger seat and us adults are along for the
ride in the back seat and separated into 3 groups: Loopholers, Pragmatists who adopted the ‘loophole’ to keep up, Nonloopholers.
The GDC will have the opportunity to clarify and share their current thinking on the ‘loophole’ in the planned April 10th,
2020 update to the Game Manual before Worlds.
But what can the GDC consider now to bring a bit more equity to students involved in the upcoming State Championships
(e.g. 41 US competitions through this Sunday 3/8/20 and 30 more the following week)?
1.
The GDC could send out a clarification email to all active teams regarding where Strategic Movement of Game
Elements is allowable (e.g. Programming Skills) aka the ‘loophole’? a. The reason for this communication is to
place all teams on a level playing field as not every team may be following the Q&A and current GDC
interpretation. b. This is a time sensitive request because teams who would wish to adjust their strategy, need to
be informed as well as they will need time to make any adjustments
2.
We’d ask the GDC to consider adding more teams (e.g. 5%) to the VEX IQ Indiana State championships, to be
more inclusive, because the data (presented 2/25/20 in Q&A #574) indicate an unintended impact and potential
lack of equity associated with the ‘loophole’,? a. The data show, in the final 2 weeks of the season, a sharp 50%
increase in Programming Skills scores > 60 points in Indiana in both the Middle School and Elementary school
Divisions, which is TWICE AS LARGE AS THE REST OF THE US. i. One interpretation of this data, that may be
favored in parts of Indiana, is that the fraction of teams competing the final 2 weeks are twice as good at
programming the rest of US and Indiana teams that didn’t compete the final 2 weeks. ii. The alternative
interpretation of this data is that the ‘loophole’ clarification on 2/12 (518, 530, 543, 566) was noted by more
Indiana mentors, who encouraged their teams to adopt and implementing the loophole in the final 2 weeks of the
season. iii. The reason why this data is particularly relevant and timely is that there still remains a few days to
include a few more deserving teams which were excluded from the Indiana State Championships as an
unintended consequence of ‘loophole’.
docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1xxw68aoWwuyqePnvqPxZzygwocodKhWhADuPFZd6Le4/edit#gid=0
PS. This request to add more teams is not unique to our teams or spur of the moment as previously, on 1/16/20, I asked
state and local reps to consider adding 35% more MS teams to the Indiana MS State Championships as participation
grew and World gave Indiana 35% more MS World Qualification spots. Thanks in advance for your time and
consideration of these data and associated requests. Kevin Sheehan
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Thank you for taking the time to write out this feedback; we will be sure to take it into consideration for future
seasons.
In order to keep the Q&A system as organized as possible for all viewers, we do need to remind users of the Q&A
Usage Guidelines. For general feedback, further discussion of a previous ruling, or other messages that are absent
of a specific question, please feel free to contact the GDC directly via GDC@vex.com.

Match over at start or end of buzzer

Is the match over at the start of the final buzzer or the end of the final buzzer?

Answered by Game Design Committee

The definition of "Match" is as follows:

Match - A Driving Skills Match, Programming Skills Match, or Teamwork Match.
Driving Skills Match - A Driver Controlled period that is sixty seconds (1:00) long with only one (1)
Robot on the Field.
Programming Skills Match - An Autonomous period that is sixty seconds (1:00) long with only one (1)
Robot on the Field.
Skills Match - A Driving Skills Match or Programming Skills Match.
Teamwork Match - A Driver Controlled period that is sixty seconds (1:00) long with one (1) Alliance on
the Field.
When using the official Tournament Manager software, the first buzzer sounds once the 1:00 on the screen begins to
count down, and the second buzzer sounds as soon as the timer hits 0:00. Therefore, in order to ensure a 60second match, Teams should begin driving at the beginning of the first sound, and end at the beginning of the
ending sound.

